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ABSTRACT 

 This Thesis analyzes the culture clash that occurred after rural white Southerners 
moved into Southern cotton mill villages.  In these new industrial settings, which were 
often in close proximity to small urban centers, the culture of these workers transformed 
from a rural, subsistence, producer culture to an industrial, modern, consumer culture.  
This process was slow and progressed in many stages, the first of which began when 
welfare programs aimed at creating a �better� class of worker were popular in the mill 
villages during the 1910s.  These welfare programs exposed the workers to modern ways 
of cooking, cleaning, dressing, and spending leisure time.  Later, during the 1920�s these 
workers became increasingly exposed to the mainstream, popular culture of the age as 
they began to consume automobiles, movies, radios, and new fashions of clothing and 
music.  Finally, this paper analyzes the effects of the Great Depression on the burgeoning 
consumerism of the southern cotton mill workers.    
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

The first major textile mills in the South were established in the 1880s.  From this 

point on the mills spread throughout the piedmont region like kudzu, till the winter of the 

1960s and changes in the global economy caused the industry to wither.  The mills 

transformed the economic, social and cultural landscape of the South.  These changes can 

best be described as modernization.  Scholars have used the term modernization in a 

variety of often-contradictory ways.  Most obviously, modernization is the process by 

which things become modern.  Modern is an extremely vague word, but is often defined 

as a society that is characterized by industrialization, democracy, capitalism, higher 

standards of living, and consumerism.  Often we modern intellectuals think of modern in 

a positive, progressive light, but modern is not inherently good or bad.  Most would 

consider modern standards of living an improvement over pre-modern ones, but other 

aspects of modernity such as modern work regimens can be seen in quite different a light.    

The mills economically modernized the South, transforming the region from a depressed 

agricultural rural area into a region scattered with industry and small bustling cities.  

Although the South would remain the poorest area of the United States, by the 1920�s the 

South contained more textile mills than the more prosperous New England.   

 The modernization of the South was also a social and cultural modernization.1  

The changes in the economic structure of the region impacted the people of the South in 

many ways.  The poor, struggling farmer and isolated mountain family were lured out of 

their respective habitats and into the cotton mill and the burgeoning towns that 

surrounded them.  This change in occupation and location transformed the lifestyles of 

these people.  Gone were the days regulated by the rising of the sun, gone were the years 

dictated by the seasons, and in their place was the rhythm of the factory bell, the rhythm 

                                                
1 For literature on modernity see Marshall Berman, All That Is Solid Melts Into Air: The Experience of 

Modernity,  (New York: Viking Penguin, 1988); Zygmunt Bauman, Liquid Modernity, (Cambridge: Polity 
Press, 2000); Deirdre Boden and Roger Friedland, eds., NoWhere: Space, Time and Modernity, (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1994) 
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of the tick-tocking clock, and a life of employment guaranteed only by the whims of the 

market.   

The mill workers experienced and shaped their own social modernization.  Out of 

these formerly rural folk emerged a distinct southern industrial class with its own social 

and cultural traditions.  The southern textile worker lived in an atmosphere different from 

both the rural traditions of the farm and the modern ways of the town.  These workers 

lived in houses owned by the mill, bought food and clothing at company stores, went to 

churches financed by the mill and worked in the mill, often along with their children, for 

at least 60 hours a week.  

 Despite this stifling atmosphere that left little time for education or leisure, the 

mill workers coalesced into a distinct social group and formed their own distinct culture.  

This culture was a dynamic blend of rural and modern features.  Rural ways of doing 

things such as cooking, farming, making clothes, and spending leisure time persisted.  

This culture, however, also contained many modern features such as buying prepackaged 

food and mass-produced clothes, riding in automobiles, going to the movies and listening 

to the radio.  This new culture that developed roughly between 1920 and 1940 was a mix 

of rural traditions and the consumer culture of the modern age.   

This consumer culture, in the form of movies, Fords and Plymouths, Folgers 

coffee, �Amos and Andy,� and mass produced clothing infiltrated southern cotton mills 

beginning in the 1920s.  During the Depression of the 1930s, the mill workers relied on 

their rural traditions for survival, but also surprisingly increased their consumption of 

consumer goods.  At the end of the 1930�s the mill began selling the houses of the cotton 

mill villages to the workers.  This large consumer purchase, and the subsequent purchases 

of appliances and home furnishings, were the first major steps the mill workers took 

towards becoming consumers.  It was also a large step away from their rural pasts and 

into their modern present.  Consumerism was the modernizing device that would 

eventually, in the 1950s, assimilate cotton mill workers into the larger American culture.      

Although southern cotton mill workers have received a great deal of scholarly 

attention, no existing works specifically tackle the problem of cultural modernization and 

consumerism in the mill village.  These two intertwined concepts, however, are 

mentioned and touched upon by many scholars.  Jacquelyn Hall, along with her co-
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writers in Like A Family, state that, in the early 1920s, �mill workers were initiated into 

mass culture, but mass culture was also shaped by them.�2  Hall goes on to describe this 

mass culture, but largely confines this description to larger American trends.3  She does 

not specifically state when, how, or why these workers participated in this mass culture.  

Hall�s major contribution to our knowledge of popular culture in the mill village is her 

analysis of hillbilly music.   This music began as folk expressions but was quickly 

discovered by radio companies and was soon transmitted throughout the country via the 

radio.4    Despite these brief passages concerning popular culture, Hall and her co-authors 

do not discuss the workers as consumers.  They do not place the actions of the mill 

workers into the larger experiences of consumerism and modernization.  Nor do they 

integrate these experiences into the larger story of the mill workers.    

Timothy Minchin, in What Do We Need a Union For?, also touches upon these 

issues, but limits his analysis to the impact of rising living standards on unionization.  He 

does not study the cultural and social changes that went along with these rising living 

standards, nor does he discuss the impact of consumerism on unionization.  

Consumerism, which is a system in which the individual derives his or her personal 

identity from the goods that he consumes, surely had a large impact upon class-

consciousness.5  

Many other scholars of southern textile workers also study the culture of these 

workers.  Their works, however, often focus on the nature of the workers and not the 

specific cultural forms produced in the mills.  Where Jacquelyn Hall defines the culture 

of the mill workers as �like a family,�  I. A. Newby argues that these workers were 

excessively individualistic, and therefore unable to form a community ethos.6  More 

recently, Douglass Flamming and G. C. Waldrep put this argument to rest in their works 

that show that workers did indeed form coherent communities.  Waldrep, in Southern 

                                                
2 Jacquelyn Hall, James Leloudis, Rober Korstad, Mary Murphy, Lu Ann Jones, and Christopher B. Daley, 
Like a Family: The Making of a Southern Cotton World, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
1987) p. 237 
3 Hall et al., p. 252-254 
4 Hall, et al., p, 259-262 
5 Timothy Minchin, What Do We Need a Union For?: The TWUA in the South, 1945-1955, (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1997)   
6 I. A. Newby, Plain Folk in the New South: Social Change and Cultural Persistence, 1880-1945, (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University, 1989)  
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Workers and the Search For Community explores the ways in which workers in 

Spartanburg County, South Carolina failed to create a viable labor movement out of their 

community.7  Flamming, in Creating the Modern South, also firmly agrees with Hall�s 

argument and shows that this community ethos found in the mills stemmed from the rural 

experiences of the workers.8   

With this argument regarding the nature of southern workers seemingly resolved, 

new scholars can now turn their attention to other issues regarding the culture of the mill 

workers, such as the specific cultural forms these workers created, and the interplay and 

tensions between rural and modern culture inherent in the cotton mill.  New studies of 

southern textile workers, however, have focused instead on the unionization efforts and 

strikes of these mill workers.  Janet Irons�s excellent study of the 1934 General Textile 

Strike, Testing the New Deal, incorporates some social history analysis into her text.  

Although it is an excellent study of the most important single event in southern textile 

history, it does not address any major cultural issues.9  John Salmond completely ignores 

any social issues in his two books, The General Textile Strike of 1934, and Gastonia, 

1929, and chooses instead to narrate the events of various strikes in southern cotton 

mills.10  This turn in the field of southern labor leaves a great deal of room for new 

studies of cultural and social issues.  

 Despite the lack of cultural histories on southern textile workers, many existing 

studies offer a great deal of insight into the problem of consumerism in the cotton mills.   

James Hodges, New Deal Labor Policy and the Southern Textile Industry offers an 

excellent analysis of the National Recovery Act and the way in which southern textile 

workers were affected by this and other New Deal policies.11   The rising wages and 

lower hours that resulted from the actions of the NRA had a large impact on the 

                                                
7 G. C.Waldrep, Southern Workers and the Search For Community: Spartanburg County, South Carolina, 
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2000) 
8 Douglass Flamming, Creating the Modern South: Millhands and Managers in Dalton, Georgia, 1884-

1984.  (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1992) 
9 Janet Irons, Testing the New Deal: The General Textile Strike of 1934 in the American South, (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 2000) 
10 John Salmond, The General Textile Strike of 1934: From Maine to Alabama. (Columbia: University of 
Missouri Press, 2002) and Gastonia, 1929: The Story of the Loray Mill Strike.  (Chapel Hill: The 
University of North Carolina Press, 1995) 
11 James Hodges, New Deal Labor Policy and the Southern Textile Industry, 1933-1941, (Knoxville: 
University of Tennessee Press, 1986)  
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purchasing habits and recreational activities of the mill workers.  David Carlton�s Mill 

and Town in South Carolina examines the relationship between the mill workers and the 

middle-class town dwellers of South Carolina through the prism of child labor reform.12  

This excellent work provides a basis for understanding the often condescending and 

controlling attitude town dwellers held towards the mill workers.   

Perhaps the most useful work to this study was Douglas Flamming�s Creating the 

Modern South.  In this social history of one cotton mill in Dalton, Georgia, Flamming 

argues that �the central theme of the history of the textile South is the rise and fall of 

mill-village paternalism.�13  This mill-village paternalism, or corporate welfare system, 

consisted primarily of company housing, and educational and recreational activities.  This 

system stabilized the industry in the early twentieth century by securing a stable labor 

force.  Flamming also points out that this welfare system was not imposed on the 

workers.  Rather, �the workers sought to use it to their advantage,� and soon came to see 

its benefits as �their due.�14  When this system collapsed in the period leading up to the 

Great Depression, the workers felt they had lost some of their rights and benefits.  

According to Flamming, this feeling of loss resulted in the labor conflicts of the 1930�s 

and beyond. 

 The welfare system of the southern cotton mills has often been referred to as 

paternalistic.  This definition is problematic in many ways.  Paternalism often conjures up 

images of southern planters and their relationship with their slaves.  In reality, the welfare 

system of southern cotton mills had almost nothing in common with southern traditions.  

It was instead a direct descendent of welfare capitalism, Robert Owen�s industrial 

schemes in Scotland, and Henry Ford�s program for worker education in his northern 

factories.  The welfare system of southern cotton mills shared the same goals as northern 

welfare capitalism: a steady, stable work force. 

 At the genesis of the southern textile industry, workers were nomadic, resistant to 

industrial timekeeping, and generally not as disciplined as their bosses would have hoped.   

Turnover in the industry was extremely high.  Reducing this turnover and creating �good� 

                                                
12 David Carlton, Mill and Town in South Carolina, 1880-1920, (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, 
1982) 
13 Flamming, , p. xxvii 
14 Flamming, p. xxviii 
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workers were the central goals of this welfare system.  These goals were attained through 

providing company housing, schools for the workers� children, educational opportunities 

for the workers themselves such as night classes, and recreational activities like a mill 

band, a mill sponsored baseball team, and other activities conducted by welfare workers, 

or YWCA volunteers.  These activities aimed to transform the rural mill worker into an 

industrial prototype capable of and willing to come to work on time, behaving �properly� 

while at work, and maintaining employment at the mill for prolonged periods of time.15   

 In short, the mill owners desired to impart certain middle-class traits and habits to 

the workers.  These traits included not only proper work habits, but also standards of 

living.  The mill owners attempted to modernize, socially and culturally, the mill worker 

through a program of industrial welfare work.  Consumerism was an integral part of this 

modern culture and social structure into which the workers were being initiated to.  This 

welfare work, through various programs such as night schools, domestic science classes, 

and recreational clubs, prepared the workers for their participation in the consumer 

culture of the 1920s.  Not only did it prepare workers, it also actively encouraged 

consumerism primarily through domestic science classes that taught female workers 

modern techniques of cooking, cleaning and sewing.   

 It should be noted that these welfare programs were not forced upon the mill 

workers.  Furthermore, when these programs were instituted the mill workers did not 

always choose to participate.  These programs were in many cases shaped by the workers 

themselves through their participation or non-participation.  Many welfare programs 

failed quickly due to a lack of interest on the part of the mill workers, and in some cases, 

workers actively opposed the creation of welfare programs.  Although these programs did 

have the effect of modernizing the mill workers, this modernization was mediated by 

their rural pasts and their experiences in the mill village.   

 According to Harriet Herring, the heyday of these welfare programs was from 

1914 to 1920.  By the end of World War I, however, these programs were on a swift 

decline.  Despite this decline they were in many ways a success.  The mill owners had 

                                                
15 Douglas Flamming in Creating the Modern South argues that the central reason for the creation and 
perpetuation of �corporate paternalism� in southern cotton mills was to create a stable labor force.   Hall et 
al., in Like A Family also touch upon the welfare system of the southern cotton mills, but downplays its 
significance.   
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achieved an acceptable level of turnover, and the mill workers themselves had to an 

extent socially modernized.  Like most Americans, the mill workers actively participated 

in the new popular culture of the 1920�s and were emerging as consumers.  However, 

many rural traditions and cultural forms persisted in the mills.16   

 The mill culture of the 1920�s and 1930s was a strange mix of modern and rural 

elements.  Visitors to a typical cotton mill could expect to see chicken coops built right 

next to car sheds.  The company stores and other local outlets sold the latest in modern 

fashions, but many workers still sewed their own clothes.  On Saturday evenings and 

Sundays mill workers visited each other at their homes, participated in cakewalks, or 

went fishing.  Others took the streetcar, or, if they were lucky, an automobile into town to 

see a movie, or stayed at home and listened to the radio.      

 These modern elements of American consumer culture were communicated to the 

mill workers in a variety of ways.  As previously stated, welfare work was a major way in 

which workers were encouraged to purchase mass produced goods and engage in modern 

styles of recreation.  Other forces were also at work, however, in the seduction of mill 

workers from a rural lifestyle to a modern, consumer culture.  Many mill workers were 

enticed through advertisements to purchase goods.  These advertisements found in 

newspapers, magazines and on the radio, educated the worker in the vocabulary and garb 

of the modern consumer.   

Perhaps the most important way in which these cultural norms were 

communicated to the mill workers were through the middle-class townsfolk who resided 

nearby.  Many commentators and scholars of southern cotton mills often remarked on the 

inferiority complex of the mill workers.  This complex resulted from the relationship 

between the mill worker and the townspeople.  These townspeople often looked down on 

the mill workers and called them lintheads, poor white trash, or some other creative 

insult.  It is ironic therefore, that these very same workers looked up to these townspeople 

and followed their cultural lead, often adopting the dress, style and mannerism of the 

townspeople.   

                                                
16 Harriet L. Herring, Welfare Work in the Mill Villages, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
1929)  
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Perhaps it is not too strange that workers imitated the townsfolk, considering that 

the mill owner, someone who was often looked up to by mill workers, was also a member 

of this class.  Issues of race were present in this complex relationship as well.  Working 

class whites felt some measure of solidarity towards middle class whites.  This solidarity, 

combined with the worker�s often expressed and reinforced ideas of inferiority resulted in 

an imitative stance towards the town�s middle class.  Although Marxist scholars of 

consumer culture would argue that consumerism is nothing but the ideology of the upper 

classes foisted onto the working class, in this instance, the working class actively imitated 

the upper classes in an attempt to gain at least the appearance of class mobility.  Although 

this class mobility was superficial at best, workers willingly adopted the styles of the 

middle class.  Perhaps seduction is the best word to describe the manner in which 

workers chose to participate in this consumer culture.  They acted on their own volition, 

and expressed what historians would call �agency,� but were enticed into doing so, not 

only by the fantastic quality of these formerly unknown goods, but also by the status 

which these goods seemed to confer upon the possessor.  

Workers also, however, rejected some middle class cultural forms.  The workers 

selectively imitated the middle class and while they embraced some elements of this new 

popular culture, they also rejected others.  The mill workers embraced new goods and 

services that increased their comfort, pleasure and independence.  At the same time, they 

rejected some middle class norms, such as thrift, that encroached upon their new lifestyle.  

Workers also mediated these new cultural forms through their past experiences.  For 

example, the musical legacy of their rural and industrial pasts was maintained despite 

new forms of music that entered the mills in the 1910�s and �20s.   

One of the central arguments in the scholarship on consumerism is what is known 

as the hero -vs.- the fool debate.  Some scholars argue that the consumer is a hero, 

valiantly making independent decisions in the arena of the market.  In this analysis, the 

consumer is what drives the economic engine and steers it onto the proper road.  Others 

posit that the consumer is nothing but a fool, duped by an oppressive upper class into 

spending money on useless goods.  Marxists, who see class conflict in almost everything, 

often take up this argument.  Some feminist scholars of consumerism also largely agree 

that the consumer is a fool, participating in a patriarchical system that furthers the 
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oppression of women, although more recent scholarship on working women�s 

consumerism has rejected this argument.17  By arguing that consumer culture is seductive 

in nature, I am attempting to refine this argument.  Consumers can be both heroes and 

fools at the same time.  The southern cotton mill worker, in participating in a consumer 

culture and economy is making her own decisions about her standard of living, her 

lifestyle, and her environment.  He is also, however, unaware of some of the implications 

of his actions, such as the perpetuation of class divisions, and the masking of class-

conflict. 18   

Although cotton mill workers imitated the middle class�s style of dress and use of 

goods, they also sometimes used these goods in unintended ways.  For example, when 

bathtubs were first installed in the mill houses, workers used these new devices to store 

coal, scald pigs, or in some other unintended way.  They took existing goods and 

assigned new meanings to them, creating their own versions of what consumer culture 

meant.  This aspect of cotton mill consumerism reflects post-structuralist theories of 

consumerism.  Structuralists argue that consumer goods are signs that have specific 

meanings.  By consuming these goods, the consumer confers that meaning upon himself.  

Post-structuralists take this theory a step further and add that the consumer constantly 

changes the meanings of these signs, thus creating a world in which signs are in a 

constant state of flux.  Post-structuralist theories about consumer culture blend nicely 

with the historians� concept of �agency.�  Cotton mill workers displayed their agency in 

adapting these goods to their lives while at the same time demonstrating the dynamic 

meaning of consumer goods.   

This popular culture was transmitted to the workers through welfare programs, 

advertisements, and interactions with the nearby middle class townsfolk.  The workers 

chose to participate in this culture not only in order to superficially transcend class 

boundaries and identify with the local bourgeoisie, but also as a way to escape the harsh 

realities of the mill.  In the 1920s mill workers spent at least 60 hours a week in the mill.  

                                                
17 Nan Enstad,  Ladies of Labor, Girls of Adventure: Working Women, Popular Culture and Labor Politics 

at the Turn of the Twentieth Century,  (New York: Columbia University Press, 1999); Kathy Peiss, Cheap 

Amusements: Working Women and their Leisure in Turn-of-the-Century New York City,  (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 1986) 
18 For a good summary of this and other theoretical debates concerning consumerism see Don Slater, 

Consumer Culture and Modernity (Cambridge, MA: Polity Press, 1997) 
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They worked everyday except for Sunday and had little time for recreation.  Wages were 

also low, and life was difficult for these workers, especially after World War I ended and 

the industry entered a period of recession.  Modern recreation and mass-produced goods 

provided an escape from the tedious hours spent in the mill and the aching muscles and 

scratched throats the workers endured when they had time off.   

The low wages and long hours that characterized the textile industry limited the 

extent to which workers were able to take part in this popular culture.  Although wages 

rose during World War I, many workers were unable to experience the benefits of these 

rising wages.  Many men left for the war, and those that stayed, along with female 

workers, took advantage of the rising wages by working fewer hours.  After the war, 

wages fell, and continued to fall until the NRA�s textile code mandated an industry-wide 

minimum wage in 1933.       

 Despite low wages and limited leisure time, workers in the 1920s, especially 

young workers, eagerly joined this new popular culture that was emerging.  This new 

popular culture was in many ways a youth culture.  Young cotton mill workers in the 

1920s eagerly embraced new styles of fashion, rode in automobiles, went to movies, and 

listened to the radio.  These new technologies transformed the mill village, and changed 

the ways that young workers spent their money, enjoyed themselves on days off, and 

courted one another.   

 Not all workers, however, embraced this new consumerism.  Many of the older, 

more religious workers avoided these modern cultural forms.  Their opposition to 

modernism was best expressed through the conservative, fundamentalist churches of 

some of the mill villages.  These �holy rollers� were largely opposed to these new 

activities like movies and music.  New recreational activities could also be perceived as a 

threat to the supremacy of the church in the mill.  Before the 1920s, the church was the 

primary recreational destination for the mill workers.  It was also the primary destination 

for much of the mill workers� money.  New forms of leisure threatened the church�s 

power in the mill village, and the church attempted to fight back. 

 The struggles between young and old mill workers, and between religious 

fundamentalism and modern consumerism were never explicitly stated in the mill.  It was 

a latent battle that was never really fought in the open.  The divisions between groups of 
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workers, however, were real divisions in the mill community, but the strength of that 

community was able to mute these divisions.  The community remained united.  

However, these divides did mark cracks in the mill village community, cracks that would 

later deepen during strikes and labor struggles. 

 In 1929, the Great Depression changed not only the face of America, but also 

changed the mill village and the burgeoning culture of the mill workers.  Many mills 

closed during the Depression.  Those that stayed open slashed wages, laid off huge 

chunks of the work force, and curtailed hours.  These developments had enormous 

impacts on the lives of the mill workers and transformed the way they fulfilled their 

needs and wants.   

 During the Depression, wages and hours fell.  As a result of these two interrelated 

developments workers had more leisure time, but less money to spend on commercialized 

recreation.  Additionally, by the time of the Depression, all the last vestiges of welfare 

work and all mill-sponsored recreational activities had ended.  Mill workers, faced with 

more leisure time, and no mill-sponsored activities, increased their participation in 

commercialized leisure despite the fact they faced tighter budgets.  They tightened their 

budgets even further, reducing the money the spent on necessities like food and clothing 

in order to have money to go to the movies.   

 This seemingly illogical budget adjustment stemmed from the hard times of the 

Depression itself.  As the hard years wore on, workers sought refuge from hardships in 

commercialized leisure and consumer culture.  They went to the movies to forget their 

own personal depressions, and purchased nice clothes in an effort to preserve their 

dignity in those hard times.  

 As workers increased their participation in popular culture, they also came to rely 

more heavily on rural ways of fulfilling their needs.  Southern mill workers had always 

kept gardens, chickens, cows, and hogs, but during the Depression, they expanded these 

rural aspects of their lives.  Many workers also relied more heavily on sewing as a way of 

securing clothing.  The culture of southern cotton mill workers had always been a mix of 

rural and modern traditions.  During the Depression, they increased their participation in 

both aspects of this culture.   
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 Working and living conditions improved for southern cotton mill workers when 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt signed the National Recovery Act (NRA) on June 20, 1933. 

This bill established industrial codes that mandated a 40 hour work week, minimum 

wages for workers and recognized the bargaining power of labor unions.  Although all 

textile mills did not always follow these codes, the wages and hours provisions of the 

codes were largely obeyed.  As a result, wages in southern textile mills rose from an 

average of 21 cents an hour to 36 cents an hour.19  Rising wages, combined with a 

maximum 40 hour work week, enabled workers to purchase goods that previously were 

out of reach.  Their participation in commercialized leisure increased, and more and more 

workers were able to go to the movies or baseball games, purchase radios or even buy an 

automobile. 

 The 1934 General Textile Strike was the largest single strike in American labor 

history and came on the heels of, and indeed in response to, the NRA.  According to Janet 

Irons, the strike was in response to the NRA textile board�s inaction regarding the stretch-

out.  The stretch-out was the implementation of Tayloristic work regimens in the southern 

textile mills.  This system of management, also called scientific management or 

Taylorism, was a quintessentially modern system, just like consumerism and rising 

standards of living are also considered modern.  Under the stretch-out, works loads 

increased dramatically and workers responded with strikes, some of which resulted in 

violence.20 

 Workers in the 1934 General Textile Strike were striking against a modern work 

system.  During the strike, however, they used modern technology and modern goods to 

their advantage.  Automobiles were used to ferry striking workers to non-striking mills.  

These caravans were called �flying squadrons� and were extremely effective in spreading 

the strike.  Striking workers also used the radio to communicate with one another and 

keep each other updated on developments in other mills.  Although the 1934 General 

Textile Strike ultimately failed, it shows the paradoxical relationship between southern 

textile workers and the modern world.  These workers embraced some aspects of 

modernity, while violently resisting other aspects of the modern world. 

                                                
19 A.F Hinrichs., �Historical Review of Wage Rates and Wage Differentials in the Cotton-Textile 

Industry,�  Monthly Labor Review 40, (May 1935): 1170-1180 
20 See Irons, Testing the New Deal for the authoritative account of the 1934 General Textile Strike. 
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 Although the 1934 General Textile Strike failed and the hated stretch-out 

continued, wages remained stable, even after the NRA was ruled unconstitutional.  By the 

late 1930s, many workers were making enough money to purchase their own homes.  

This process, initiated by the mill owners, began in the late 1930s, continued into the 

1940s, and was complete by the end of that decade.  The mill owners had many reasons 

for selling the mill villages to the workers.  These houses were originally an enticement 

for employment and a means to control the workforce.  The labor shortage had long ago 

disappeared, however, and such crude means of control had proved to be too costly and 

overtly oppressive.  The mills also sold these homes as a way to raise capital quickly to 

improve the mills.    

The sale of the mill village to the workers was one of the most important events in 

the history of the southern cotton mill worker.  Once they owned their homes, the 

workers began to purchase furniture, decorations and appliances, and to spend money to 

improve and beautify their homes.  In fact, home ownership marked the beginning of the 

end for the unique southern cotton mill culture.  A home was an enormously large 

consumer purchase.  Coupled with the subsequent consumer purchases that went along 

with home ownership, the southern textile workers had taken an important step in 

assimilating into mainstream American culture.  The decades long process from rural 

farmer, to cotton mill worker, to mainstream American was nearly complete.   The post-

World War II increases in wages and living standards would seal the coffin of the cotton 

mill worker culture.  In the 1960s, changes in the global economy would close down 

many of these cotton mills, and in the process forcing many of these workers to look for a 

new job.    

 This study focuses on the cultural modernization of southern textile workers.  

This process was the means by which workers were transformed from rural farmers into 

mainstream American consumers.  In Chapter One I argue that the welfare programs of 

the late 1910�s prepared the workers to participate in the consumer culture of the 1920s, 

and encouraged that same consumerism.  This new popular culture and the consumer 

ethos that accompanied it are described in Chapter Two.  Here I also show how these 

cultural forms were communicated to the workers and why the workers chose to buy 

these new goods and experiences.  Some workers were more enthusiastic about this new 
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culture while others resisted these new forms of entertainment, fashions, and 

technologies.   

 In Chapter Three I show the effects that the Great Depression and the New Deal 

had on the southern cotton mill culture.  I also demonstrate how consumer goods played 

an important role in the 1934 General Textile Strike.  This study ends with the beginnings 

of the sale of the mill villages.  The sale of the workers� homes began in the late 1930�s 

and was not completed till around 1950.  Home ownership, combined with higher wages 

and standards of living in the 1950s would have enormous impacts on the world of the 

southern cotton mill workers.  These developments, although outside the scope of this 

study, were in many ways the beginning of the end for the southern cotton mill culture.  

Because of their increasing consumption of consumer goods, including things like 

automobiles, homes and televisions, these workers were culturally assimilated into 

mainstream America.   
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CHAPTER 1: WELFARE WORK AS AN AGENT OF MODERNIZATION 

 
 
 

On July 12, 1906, The Mill News of Charlotte N.C. ran the following story: 

�An event of unusual interest in mill circles was the picnic given to 

the employees of the Proximity, White Oak and Revolution Mills of 

Greensboro, N.C., on the Fourth of July.  Over five thousand people 

attended and were served one of the largest ovations ever spread in the 

State, and rarely equaled anywhere else in the world.  The picnic was 

given in a beautiful grove near the White Oak Mill, and the elaborate 

preparations made for the occasion attest the magnitude of the affair.  A 

covered stand 200 feet long by 40 feet wide was erected in the center of 

the grove.  Here the main lunch was served, consisting of chicken, ham, 

mutton, sausage, cheese and preserve sandwiches, with pickles, tomatoes 

and relishes.  The bill of fare included 2,200 loaves of bread, 650 pounds 

of cake, 2,000 fried chicken, 1,000 pounds of ham, 700 pounds of lamb 

and 500 dozen hard-boiled eggs.  Everything else was on a like scale.�21 

 

The article went on to boast that �two hundred and fifty gallons of ice cream, 

6,000 lemons, 3,000 oranges and 100 bushels of bananas were consumed.�  The 

preparations for the picnic required �a force of 15 carpenters, 10 days erecting the 

stands,� as well as 5,000 yards of denim to cover the stands.  The stands themselves were 

used for �eloquent and patriotic� speeches given by officers of the mills and other 

prominent members of the middle class. These mill officers also awarded over 100 

dollars in prizes to the mill workers for the �prettiest front yards.�  The Proximity Band, 

�an organization composed entirely of employees of the mills, and generally recognized 

as one of the best bands in the state,� played throughout the day on another stand.  A 

�handsome� Victor Talking Machine was set up on yet another stand and was the �most 

popular form of entertainment� of the day.  A pavilion for the babies of the mill workers 
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was also erected, complete with attendants and food for the babies.   The Mills News 

ended their article by noting the �spirit of harmony and good will existing between this 

large body of operatives and the management of the mills.�22 

This scene provides a snapshot that reveals much about the welfare programs of 

the southern cotton mill villages.  The prizes given to the mill workers for clean yards, 

the mill band consisting entirely of mill workers, the attention given to the next 

generation of workers, and their exposure to consumer goods such as the Victrola, were 

all typical of the welfare programs of the southern cotton mill villages.    

In the 1910's, southern cotton mills conducted a variety of welfare programs for 

the benefit of their employees.  A typical welfare program consisted of aid to the local 

elementary school and church, a paid welfare worker who conducted cooking and sewing 

classes, the establishment of a mill baseball team and mill band, the occasional health 

initiative, mill village beautification efforts, and various contests for vegetable and flower 

gardens.  This welfare work, or mill village paternalism, as some historians have called it, 

was not undertaken for altruistic or humanitarian reasons.  Welfare programs aimed to 

improve the image of the southern cotton mill, prevent the unionization of the workforce, 

and secure a stable supply of labor that could be relied upon to work efficiently.  They 

also affected the workers in tremendous ways.  These welfare programs encouraged 

consumerism among the workers and prepared them for participation in the consumer-

driven, popular culture that arose in the 1920s.23   

 Mill village welfare programs were a manifestation of American welfare 

capitalism.  The welfare activities of southern cotton mills were a direct descendent of 

similar programs at the cotton mills at Lowell, Massachusetts in the 1830s.  The company 

towns in southern cotton mills were similar in design and purpose to those of George 

Pullman.  In fact, the height of welfare work in southern cotton mills coincided with the 

high point of American welfare capitalism during the Progressive Era.  These welfare 
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programs, commonly labeled paternalistic, were not Southern in origin, but instead were 

part of the modern American industrial landscape.24   

Many welfare activities were in some cases copied from the programs of northern 

mills.  Pearl Wyche, a welfare worker at the Cone Mills in Greensboro, N.C., was sent to 

New York in 1903 �to see how training for settlement work was carried on and to visit 

many plants in the North which had social secretaries.�25  Mills also relied on other forms 

of expertise in setting up these welfare programs.  The Spencer Mills in Spindale, N.C., 

hired Mr. E. S. Draper, a landscape architect who was formerly a �Southern 

representative for a well-known Northern city planner,� to create an �attractive and 

sanitary mill village for the employees.�26 

 The effects of welfare capitalism on the southern cotton mills, the mill villages, 

and the southern cotton mill workers were enormous.  These programs were an attempt 

by the mill owners to mold the worker in his own image.  Mill workers were encouraged 

to be thrifty, industrious, hardworking, punctual, educated, and cultured.  These programs 

also prepared the mill workers for participation in the popular culture of the 1920s and 

actively encouraged consumerism in the mill workers.  These welfare programs also 

acted as agents of cultural modernization.  

  Mill workers were encouraged to adopt middle class fashions, diets, and 

housekeeping standards through a series of domestic science classes.  They were also 

encouraged to spend their leisure time in accordance with middle class social norms.  

Baseball, reading, swimming and movie-going were encouraged by the mill, as were 

middle-class styles of music.  The traditional string music of the mill workers was 

discouraged as was drinking, gambling and tobacco-chewing.  These welfare programs 

provided modern settings for the workers to congregate in, and organized various 

pageants, celebrations and contests.  Rural activities like fish fry's, cake walks and box 

parties were marginalized by the mill owners and the middle class welfare workers they 

employed in favor of more acceptable, middle class methods of recreation.27   

                                                
24 Stuart Brandes, American Welfare Capitalism, 1880-1940, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976), 
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25 Herring, (1929) 112-3 
26 Southern Textile Bulletin April 19, 1917, 9 
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 Because of the South�s rural past, many middle and upper class Southerners 

became wary of industrialization and its much maligned ills during the first two decades 

of the twentieth century.  Although many southerners criticized the mills themselves, 

much attention was focused on the mill workers.  These middle class fears revolved 

around the perception that the mill folk were a "shiftless, undisciplined operative class," 

that would prevent the continuation of "a more stable and better organized society."28 The 

middle class town-dwellers of the Piedmont South were troubled by the behavior and 

conduct of this rapidly expanding class and urged the mill owners to confront what one 

historian dubbed 'the cotton mill problem.'29  The living conditions in the southern cotton 

mill villages, as well as child labor in the mills also offended the class sensibilities of the 

town folk.  

Middle-class fears and anxieties concerning the burgeoning southern working 

class was one of the main reasons for the establishment of welfare capitalism in the 

southern cotton mills.  The mill owners hoped to lay these fears to rest by providing a 

system that would replace the negative traits of the mill workers with positive ones.  Mill 

owners also attempted to raise the living standards of the workers through these 

programs.  Instead of a raise in wages, these programs inculcated thriftiness in the mill 

workers to improve their living conditions.  To some mill owners, the public relations and 

propagandizing that went along with these programs were more important than the 

programs themselves.  In Like A Family, Jacquelyn Hall states that welfare work was 

seen by the mill owners as "a way 'to keep down public criticism.'"30  

 The mill owners also attempted to prevent unionization activities through these 

welfare programs.  They aimed to keep the workers happily occupied during their free 

time through a diverse array of mill-sponsored recreational activities.  Stuart Brandies, in 

American Welfare Capitalism, offers this as the main reason for the creation and spread 

of welfare capitalism.  He argues that �welfare capitalism constituted one solution offered 

by American businessmen to the crisis of labor-management relations of the early 
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twentieth century.�31 Although southern mills did not face the burgeoning labor 

movement that was organizing industries in the north, southern mill owners resisted 

unions just as vehemently as northern industries.  Stemming the tide of unionization may 

have been an aim of welfare work, but it often was not successful and in fact could 

provoke strikes and other labor problems.  Douglass Flamming argues �paternalism cut 

both ways and ultimately provoked an unprecedented crisis among the mill workers of 

Dalton.�32 This crisis was the labor struggles of the 1930�s which Flamming blames on 

the collapse of the welfare system. 

 The most important reason for the prevalence of welfare capitalism in southern 

cotton mills was the acute labor shortage the industry suffered from its beginnings until 

the end of the First World War.  Southern cotton mills since their genesis had hired labor 

agents whose job was to procure workers.  This difficult process of obtaining laborers 

was exacerbated by the migratory nature of the mill workers.  These men and women 

moved around almost like a group of Bedouin nomads.  They were constantly moving 

from mill to mill searching for better working conditions or simply because they were 

bored of their old homes.   Many workers also left one mill for another as a form of 

protest.33    

 Douglass Flamming argues that historians studying the formation of industrial 

capitalism have underestimated these periodic labor shortages.  Such labor shortages 

were the most important reason for the creation of these welfare programs, and had other 

effects on industry in the South.  Flamming states that �when southern mill officials faced 

their first severe labor shortage, they raised wages and created systems of corporate 

paternalism to lure poor whites away from the farms.�34  

 There were of course other reasons for the creation and perpetuation of welfare  

capitalism in southern cotton mills.  Sociologist Harriet Herring in her 1929 study, 

Welfare Work in Mill Villages wrote that the philanthropic whims of the mill owners, "the 

desire to anticipate or avoid governmental regulation and legislation," and the open-

mindedness of new members of management trained at northern universities all 
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contributed to the creation of welfare programs at southern cotton mills.35  Although 

some of these reasons may have had some credence in individual mills, they are 

inadequate explanations for the rise of welfare capitalism in Southern cotton mills.  

Another reason for the existence of some individual welfare programs was necessity.  

Early mills, many of which were located in rural areas isolated from the amenities of 

towns, were forced to provide schools, churches, and places to shop for their 

employees.36    

 The welfare system which came about due to public fears concerning the new 

southern industrial class, the desire the prevent unionization, and most importantly to 

secure a stable labor force had a tremendous effect on its object, the southern cotton mill 

workers.  Its effect, however, was the cultural modernization of the workers.  Middle-

class, modern standards of dress, behavior and recreation, and elements of the popular 

culture of the 1920�s were communicated to the mill workers.  As a result of these 

welfare programs, female workers began to adopt modern styles of dress, they changed 

the way they cooked, often adopting the use of canned goods, and began to use new 

technology in their homes.  At the same time, male workers changed the way they spent 

their recreational time.  They started playing baseball and other organized sports.  All 

mill workers began to go to the movies and started spending time reading for pleasure.37     

 Workers were much more, however, than mere objects manipulated by these 

welfare programs.  These men and women also shaped these programs in various ways.  

Most obviously, they possessed the power of participation.  Workers chose to participate, 

or not in sewing classes, mill sponsored bands, and other such activities.  Their non-

participation could easily doom an entire welfare program.  At the Paola Cotton mills in 

Statesville, North Carolina, "the mill turned over one of its best tenements" to a group of 

women conducting sewing, cooking and nursing classes.  These classes went on for a few 

years until the workers grew tired of these classes and they "sort of died down."38 

 Workers also manipulated these welfare programs to their own advantage.  At the 

Mooresville Cotton Mills in North Carolina, "the mill invested $1,500 in band 
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instruments for the use of employees who wanted to make up a band."  After a few years, 

the musicians "wanted extra pay" as compensation for playing in the mill band, "as well 

as sorts of concessions in the way of being let out at odd times."  The mill owner 

commented in confusion over his experiment: "We had the idea that a band would make 

the people happier and give them entertainment.  It did not have the effect that was 

expected."  Many of these welfare programs did not have "the effect that was expected," 

by mill management.39   

 It is difficult to discern the extent to which welfare programs were prevalent in 

Southern textile mills.  According to Harriet Herring, welfare programs were most 

popular from 1910-1920 due to high turnover and rising profits.40  During the 1920�s 

many of these programs ended and by the Great Depression, welfare programs had been 

almost completely dismantled.  A statistical analysis, however, would be impossible due 

to the lack of hard data.  A 1910 U.S. Senate report on the condition of women and 

children wage earners in the U.S. reported that �small mills with little capital can not 

engage extensively in welfare work.  Welfare work on a large scale must be done in large 

corporations.�41 Hall, in Like A Family, echoes this statement with her vague assertion 

that welfare work �gained only a limited following among small-scale manufacturers.  

Large firms, however, embraced the new approach to mill village relations with 

enthusiasm.�42 

 Harriet Herring, whose work is without a doubt the most extensive contemporary 

analysis of welfare work in southern cotton mills, is only a bit more precise in her 

analysis.  Herring, whose work only covered mills in North Carolina, states that �few 

plants of less than 350 workers � have considered themselves able to employ full-time 

welfare workers.�43  Most mills in North Carolina fell into this category.  Larger mills, 

however almost always employed paid welfare workers.  Companies that employed 

between 500 and 1,500 workers often retained �one, two, or three workers each trained in 
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different lines, such as health, vocational education, or recreation.�44  These mills, 

however, only accounted for 6 percent of all cotton mills in North Carolina, although they 

did employ a larger percentage of workers.45 

 Welfare work was more prevalent, however, in Southern cotton mills than these 

statistics and assertions suggest.  Many mills relied on volunteer welfare workers to run 

their programs.  These middle class women from surrounding towns often conducted 

sewing or cooking classes, or ran other recreational activities.  Mills also relied on 

YWCA workers, such as in the case of the Tolar, Hart and Holt mills at Fayetteville, 

N.C., the Dunean Mills at Greenville S.C., and many others.  These YWCA workers ran 

comprehensive welfare programs that consisted of domestic science classes, recreational 

activities, Christmas and 4th of July pageants, and health work.46 

 Although Herring�s work only covers mills in North Carolina, her conclusions are 

applicable to others Southern states as well.  States such as South Carolina with large 

mills were particularly more likely to have extensive welfare programs.  The 1910 Senate 

report on the condition of women and child wage earners noted that �more welfare work 

is found in South Carolina, where mills are larger (than) in any other Southern state.�47 

 In fact, early attention concerning Southern welfare work was heavily focused on 

two mills in the South Carolina Piedmont region, the Victor Manufacturing Company at 

Giverns, and the Pelzer Mills in Anderson County.  These two mills were the focus of 

three articles in national publications in 1901, 1902, and 1909 and were upheld by the 

authors of these articles as models to be emulated by other industrial plants.  These 

articles describe in detail the components of these welfare systems and applauded the 

mills for their progressivism.48 

 The problem of determining the specific scope and extent of these welfare 

programs is compounded by the fact that these programs consisted of a variety of 
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individual components.    Some components, such as cooking classes, or baseball teams, 

were popular in some mills and absent in others.  Additionally, individual programs were 

in existence for different periods of time, making it difficult to make accurate statements 

about the scope of welfare work in southern cotton mills.  By taking apart the complex 

system of welfare work, however, and looking at its individual parts, we can gain a 

greater understanding of when this system operated, and how it worked.   

 The standard definition of welfare work is found in the Bureau of Labor Statistics 

Bulletin No. 250, Welfare Work for Employees in Industrial Establishments in the United 

States.  The federal government defined welfare work as �anything for the comfort and 

improvement, intellectual or social, of the employees, over and above wages paid, which 

is not a necessity of the industry nor required by law.�49  Welfare work in southern cotton 

mills included the following activities and institutions: day schools for children, night 

schools for adults, the building and funding of churches, company housing, mill 

sponsored recreational activities, athletics and bands, health work, group insurance, 

company stores, beautification efforts, and other miscellaneous activities.  

 The funding of schools and churches were the most visible and widespread 

elements of mill village welfare work.  They were also the first programs to be instituted, 

and were the first to go out of style in the 1920s.50   

 Schools were perhaps the most widespread and, to the mill worker, advantageous 

element of welfare work in southern cotton mills.  They were also the earliest to be 

instituted in the mills.  Harriet Herring found that 69 out of 70 mills in existence in North 

Carolina between 1880 and 1900 provided free schooling for children.  About half of 

these schools were �initiated by the public,� while the other half benefited from �direct 

assistance from the mills.�51  August Kohn reported in 1907 that 82 mills in South 

Carolina had spent $253,447 on schools for mill children.52  Schools continued to be built 

throughout the history of the industry until education was taken over by local 

governments.   
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 Although many of these schools existed, attendance was not always high.  Many 

mill children worked in the mills and could not afford to go to school.  In 1907 in South 

Carolina, out of 17,778 children residing in 132 mills, only 10,989 children were enrolled 

in schools, while average attendance was a dismal 5,951.53  Despite the low numbers of 

children in attendance, these schools, which often taught vocational training and domestic 

education along with the traditional curricula of reading, writing and arithmetic, were 

important enticements in bringing workers to the mills.   

 Mill churches were also a visible and widespread element of welfare capitalism in 

southern textile mills.  Almost every mill at least partly funded one church.  In South 

Carolina, in 1907, August Kohn found that 105 mills were supporting �either in part or 

entirely� 161 churches.54  Harriet Herring, writing in 1926, stated that �rare indeed is the 

mill management � which does not still aid one or several churches.�55  Although this 

aid varied �widely in nature and amount,� it was almost always assured.56      

Although mill support for churches was very popular in the first 40 years of the 

industry, during the 1920s, as more mills came to be surrounded by towns with their own 

churches, the mills had less to do with funding churches.57  The mill churches were 

usually either Baptist or Methodist, evangelical churches that stressed emotionalism over 

theology and often had ministers who were without formal theological training.  These 

churches and the type of Christianity they preached had a large impact on the cultural life 

of the mill villagers.58  

Many mill welfare programs encouraged and sought the cultural modernization of 

the mill worker.  Night schools, cooking, sewing and home-making classes, home 

improvement and landscaping programs, baseball teams, concert bands, and mill-

sponsored theaters all introduced new cultural forms, technologies, and ways of fulfilling 

basic needs into the mill.  Such activities encouraged consumerism and prepared the mill 

worker for participation in the popular culture that arose in the 1920�s.   
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Night schools for the adult mill workers aimed to create better workers who were 

more likely to come to work on time, work efficiently, and not move from one mill to 

another.  These night classes attempted to mold the workers in the image of the mill 

owners and mill management.59  They also prepared the mill workers to participate in the 

popular culture of the 1920s through increases in literacy among the mill population.  

Night schools were nowhere near as prevalent as elementary schools and were 

only undertaken with great frequency beginning in 1918.  Between 1919 and 1926, 104 

mills out of 322 in North Carolina had begun night schools.60  The reason for this 

enthusiasm for night schools was the Smith-Hughes Act for Vocational Educations, 

passed in 1917.  Under this act the federal government provided 75 percent of the total 

money needed for night schools.  The mills provided the other 25 percent.61  

Later schools that operated in the 1920s also taught �vocational, technical, and 

specialized subjects.,� in addition to reading, writing and arithmetic.62  One worker, 

James Pharris described one such night class.  According to Pharris, these classes would 

�teach you how to get along with people and how to make a success as supervisor.  And, 

how to handle people as a supervisor.�  They also taught him �how to study people and 

how to treat them.�  Another class he took taught �mathematics and mill calculation.�63   

Earlier schools were focused on teaching reading and writing and aimed to 

improve literacy rates among the mill population.  Many workers who had come to the 

mill from the farms or mountains were illiterate.  A volunteer welfare program was 

founded in 1900 at the Erwin Mills in Durham, N.C., primarily because �books were 

scarce and the ability to read was probably almost as rare.�64  A writer from Harpers 

Monthly Magazine claimed that �75% of the adult population could not read or write,� at 

the Pelzer Mills, located near Clemson, S.C., before educational programs had begun.  

After 18 years of night schools, this percentage was reduced to �fifteen or twenty, and the 

illiterates are chiefly the new-comers from the farms and mountains.�65  The Night 
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schools at many mills throughout the South gave these workers an opportunity to learn to 

read and write.  Harriet Herring discovered 12 night schools that operated in North 

Carolina between 1890 and 1914 whose sole purpose was teaching reading and writing.66  

Countless others existed that were run by the volunteers and local governments that 

included a much wider ranging curriculum.   

The night schools that operated at the Tolar, Hart and Holt Mills in 1917 provide 

an example of a typical night school curriculum.  A report card from May 18, 1917 lists 8 

subjects taught at this school: reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic, geography, English, 

manual training, domestic science and drawing.67 

Literacy was a prerequisite for participation in the popular culture of the 1920s 

and of consumerism.  Dime novels and popular magazines were extremely important 

components of this new culture, especially to the working class.68  Night schools were 

largely responsible for the spread of literacy among many mill hands, especially among 

older workers.  Magazines and novels were very popular among mill folk in the 1920s, as 

were silent movies in the early �20s.  Without the ability to read, workers would be barred 

from a great deal of the popular culture of the 1920s.  Popular culture could even act as a 

stimulant for literacy.  Majorie Potwin found one mill worker �who learned to read so 

that he could learn what was written on the movie screen.�69  

Unlike Night schools, which only operated in large numbers in the mills after the 

federal government provided funding, sewing classes were a universal element of welfare 

programs in southern cotton mills.  Wherever a welfare worker was employed, one of the 

first actions she took was the establishment of sewing classes for the women and young 

girls of the mill.  These sewing classes were fairly widespread and existed in many cotton 

mills between 1900 and 1920.  According to Harriet Herring, the height of these 

community welfare programs, of which sewing classes were a major element, was 

between 1914 and 1920.70    
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The Sewing classes acted as agents of cultural modernization and communicated 

middle class, modern fashions and styles of dress to female mill workers.  They taught 

the mill women and girls to sew clothes consistent with �better [middle class] living 

standards.�71  New technology in the form of the mechanical sewing machine was also 

utilized in these classes.72  Sewing classes communicated middle class norms and 

fashions to the mill workers, prepared them for the new fashions of the 1920�s, and 

encouraged consumerism. 

The welfare workers, along with other women who taught these sewing classes 

were members of the middle class.   In 1926, years after the height of welfare programs 

in southern cotton mills, 88 out of 322 mills retained paid welfare workers.  Many other 

mills, however, relied upon volunteer workers, government workers, or YWCA 

volunteers to conduct their welfare programs.   At the Erwin Mills in Durham, N.C., the 

Presbyterian Church of West Durham started a sewing class for mill children in 1900.  

This class ran for 2 or 3 years.  The children were taught, �to make bed quilts, to darn and 

all sorts of simple stitches.�73  At many other mills, such as the Selma Cotton Mills in 

Selma, N.C. and the Paola Cotton Mills, women from the surrounding towns volunteered 

to teach the mill girls sewing.74  County demonstration agents and domestic science 

teachers at county schools also ran sewing classes at many mills, like the Corriher and 

Linn Mills, both located in Landis, N.C., and the Hanes Mills in Winston-Salem, N.C.75 

YWCA workers also ran classes at many mills such as the Dunean Cotton Mills and the 

Tolar, Hart and Holt Mills.76  

 Both the paid and volunteer workers were middle class women who directly and 

indirectly communicated middle class standards of dress and fashion to the mill women 
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and girls.  To the welfare workers, the goals of these classes were �to teach the villagers 

better living standards.�77    

 The clothes made at these classes were new to the mill workers, who according to 

one welfare worker were satisfied with �simple standards of living,� and the simple 

clothes of rural life.  The items made in these classes were probably of typical middle 

class design.  At the Proximity Manufacturing Company in Greensboro, N.C., classes 

were taught not only in sewing, but also in knitting, embroidery, basketry, and raffia 

work.  At the Central Carolina Fair in Greensboro, members of the sewing classes from 

the Proximity mills exhibited �numerous dresses � aprons, quilts, counterpanes, lace 

handkerchiefs, center-pieces, pillows, headrests, crocheting, drawn work, embroideries, 

and every variety of needle work.�  Prizes were given at this fair for �plain sewing by (a) 

child under 12, dressed doll by (a) child under 12, specimen of patching by child, plain 

machine sewing, calico dress, silk quilt, fancy handkerchiefs, battenberg lace, specimen 

of mending, headrest, handmade rug, specimens of darning, sofa pillow by child under 

16, and best specimen of paper flowers.�78 

 Prizes for sewing were common features of mill village celebrations and 

community fairs.  These prizes were given for more practical sewing exercises like 

patches or darns, but were just as often given for more extravagant and decorative items.  

At a barbeque at the Tolar, Hart and Holt Mills held on August 6, 1919, the mill gave 

cash prizes for �Fancy work.�  Included in these prizes were �best doll dress by bluebird 

(girl under 12 years of age),� �best apron by housekeeper,� and �best crochet by 

housekeeper.�  Other events awarded prizes for �prettiest smock,� �neatest and best made 

apron,� �prettiest baby dress,� and �prettiest baby cap.�79 

 The way in which these clothes were made was also new and foreign to the 

recently rural mill worker.  New sewing machines were introduced in the mill villages in 

the 1910s.  At the Tolar, Hart and Holt Mills, a housekeeping club established on June 6, 

1917 received �a nice Singer Sewing Machine� from Mr. Holt and �55 yards of cloth� 
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from the mill.80  Prizes were given at mills for best �plain machine sewing,� or �neatest 

garment by hand or machine.�81  The sewing machine proved to be a popular item in 

southern cotton mill villages.  By 1926, 82% of 492 mill houses in various mill villages 

were found to have sewing machines.82   Welfare work in the mill village encouraged the 

consumer purchase of this item and furthered the mill workers participation in a 

consumer culture. 

 Cooking classes went hand in hand with sewing classes in the southern cotton 

mill village.  These classes were also amongst the first programs initiated by paid welfare 

workers, and were also taught by the same array of volunteers, government agents, and 

YWCA workers.  They also had the same purpose and results as the sewing classes.  

From a middle class perspective, these classes aimed to improve the living standards of 

the workers by �teaching them better methods of cooking.�83   Their effect contributed to 

the cultural modernization of the southern cotton mill worker. 

 Many observers had commented on the poor food of the southern cotton mill 

worker.  William P. Few, writing in 1909, remarked that the cooking was �atrociously 

bad,� and that �it shows little if any tendency to improve.�84  Lois McDonald, writing in 

1928, was not much more complementary.  She claimed that �the cooking is bad,� and 

consisted mostly of �hot bread and fried meat with coke and pickles when possible.�85  A 

1910 Senate report on the condition of women and children wage earners in the United 

States similarly condemned the diet of the southern cotton mill worker, claiming it was 

�badly prepared,� and �monotonous.�86  The reason for this condemnation of the mill 

worker�s diet could stem from the middle class background of these writers.  Another 

explanation is that the diet of the mill worker was bad.  Mill folk, who often worked in 

excess of 60 hours a week before federal legislation in the 1930�s, had little time for food 
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preparation.  Welfare workers attempted to teach mill workers better ways of cooking, 

but the mill workers most likely had little or no time to implement these new techniques 

or the necessary equipment.  

Many of the foods prepared at these cooking classes were extravagant and 

luxurious to the eyes of the mill worker, while to the middle class welfare worker, these 

foods seemed commonplace.  At the Tolar, Hart and Holt Mill, mill prizes were given at 

community fairs for commonplace foods like biscuits, breads, and rolls. The most 

frequent foods found at these exhibitions, however, were cakes and pies, items most mill 

workers rarely cooked except on special occasions.  The food featured at the Annual Mill 

Director�s Dinner at Tolar, Hart, and Holt Mills, was even more extravagant.  The menu 

for the third annual dinner was cooked by the mill girls and consisted of �creamed tomato 

soup, pimento sandwiches, olives, cucumber pickles, boiled ham, creamed potatoes, 

garden peas, risen biscuits, fruit salad, ice cream, cake, coffee, mints, and grape juice.�87  

Many of these entrees would never be served in a mill house, yet the girls of the mill 

were taught to make these foods.   

Instructors in the cooking classes also taught new methods of cooking.  At the 

April 1917 meeting of the Community Workers Association of Cumberland and Robeson 

counties, North Carolina, a group of welfare workers were able to witness the 

demonstration of a steam pressure cooker.  Afterwards, �every worker wanted this 

valuable article added to her equipment.�88  What other �equipment� these welfare 

workers possessed we can only guess, but with an entire kitchen at her disposal, they 

surely attempted to wean the southern cotton mill worker off her diet of fried foods. 

Canning classes were also widespread in southern cotton mill villages, and 

welfare workers incorporated the use of canned foods in their cooking classes.  At the 

same Community Worker Association meeting mentioned above, a lunch was provided 

that served �as a demonstration of the use of home canned products, everything used 

being home-canned from the grapes in the sandwiches to the chicken in the salad.�89  

Prizes for canning were also given at community celebrations and fairs.  Most of 

these prizes were given for the �largest exhibition of canned goods,� or the �greatest 
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variety of canned goods.�  Prizes were also given for the �best,� or �prettiest jar fruit or 

vegetable.�  �Best pickle,� and �most tomatoes canned from garden� were also given 

prizes at various Tolar, Hart and Holt community celebrations.90   

Although mill workers in the 1910�s were canning foods they grew themselves, 

later on, some workers would cease to grow their own foods, yet still purchase and cook 

with canned foods.  The production of these canned goods in the 1910s later led to an 

increased demand for these same canned goods.  These workers had also adapted modern 

cooking techniques, and were engaging in the national food economy through the 

purchase of canned foods.  These cooking and canning classes attempted to rid the 

southern cotton mill worker of her old ways of preparing food and replace these with 

new, economical, and healthy ways of cooking.  As we shall see in chapters 2 and 3, 

these attempts were met with mixed success.  

Observers and citizens of the South had roundly criticized the appearance of the 

mill village before these beautification efforts.  The mill villages were described over and 

over again as �monotonous.�91  This was due to the uniformity of the houses and the 

utilitarian layout of the mill villages.92  Holland Thompson was one such writer who 

described the monotonous atmosphere of the mill villages.  In 1907, before any major 

beautification efforts were undertaken he described the mill villages, he wrote: �the 

general style of the houses and the colors are similar.  Often streets and sidewalks are 

ignored, and the whole atmosphere may be depressing.�93 

Landscaping, home improvements in the form of electricity and plumbing, the 

planting of gardens and trees, and the painting of the mill houses were all efforts made by 

the mills to improve the atmosphere and general appearance of the mill villages.  

Although the primary goal of these efforts, from the standpoint of the mill owners, was 

decreased turnover, village beautification and home improvements also increased the rate 

of cultural modernization experienced by the mill workers.  These efforts beautified the 

mill villages in accordance with modern middle class standards and these efforts, 
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particularly the electrification of the mill houses, prepared the houses for consumer 

appliances that were sold in the 1920s, and �30s.    

Beautification efforts were first undertaken to counter these criticisms and 

improve the public image of the southern cotton mills.  There were also other reasons for 

beautification efforts.  The Southern Textile Bulletin in an article promoting landscape 

work, listed three benefits the mills would receive by improving their villages.  The first 

was that �a carefully planned village and houses� would help �to stabilize labor.�  Proper 

landscaping and village planning would also save money in the cost of �construction 

work of grading, drainage, water and sewer systems, and house building.�  Finally, the 

editors of the Southern Textile Bulletin argued that �adequate sanitary service, water, 

sewer and lighting will repay in added health and the morale of the community.�94 

Many mills in the 1910s painted the mill houses, planted trees, vines and flowers 

and encouraged the mill workers to plant gardens.  The Pelzer Mills, located near 

Clemson, S.C. and one of the earliest companies to enact these programs, was described 

in a promotional article as �very pleasant to look upon.  A luxuriant growth of English 

Ivy lends a grace to the substantial walls and tall tower; and the grounds, bordered by a 

fine green hedge, are converted into an attractive lawn of wide extent, with well-kept 

grass, shade trees, and shrubs.�95  The Newberry Mills, in Greenville, S.C., created a park 

in the middle of their village, complete with wide sidewalks, benches, trees, shrubs, and a 

bandstand.96  (See Figure 1 and 2) The most common action of 49 North Carolina mills 

described by Harriet Herring was a coat of �fresh white paint� on the mill houses and 

flowers gardens. 97     A survey in 1926 of 419 company houses in different mills found 

that 98.1% had been painted by the mill.98  Flower gardens were also very common and 

the mills again had contests to encourage them.  Numerous Tolar, Hart and Holt village 

events gave prizes for the �best flower garden in village,� �neatest place in village,� or 

�best potted plant.�99  
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Aside from the exterior of the houses, the mills also worked on improving the 

interiors.  Electric lighting, indoor plumbing, and sewage systems were important 

changes to the mill village that help raise the standard of living of the mill workers.  

Harriet Herring�s survey of 256 plants found that all but 10 mills had equipped their mill 

houses with electric lights by 1926.100  The new technology changed the way the mills 

workers lived, cooked, slept, ate, and entertained themselves at home.  It also reduced the 

risk of fire, and because of porch and streetlights, made the villages safer at night.  

Electric lighting in the mill houses was a cause for celebration in many mills.  The 

workers at the Tolar, Hart and Holt Mills marked the coming of the electric lighting with 

a celebration at the community houses complete with cake, ice cream and speeches by a 

mill worker and John R. Tolar, the mill president.  A local newspaper reported this event 

as a cause for �much enthusiasm� and �appreciation.�101 

Not only did the mill make improvements in the mill houses, they also 

encouraged cleanliness and better interior design among the mill workers.  At the Dunean 

mills, the Greenville YWCA taught a course in homemaking that taught �house-

furnishing, draping, � and other subjects connected with the home.�102  Contests were a 

popular way of encouraging cleanliness in the mill homes.  A contest at the Caswell 

Cotton Mills in Caswell County, N.C., was held every 6 months with prizes of $50, $30, 

and $20 for the first, second and third places.  The contests judged the homes on the basis 

of 10 criteria: �outside premises, gardening in season, yards and back lots, underneath 

house, sanitary condition of toilet, beautifying yards, care of property in general, care of 

shrubbery, cleanliness of floors and woodwork, care of walls, and housekeeping.�103 

Village beautification and home improvement efforts often went hand in hand 

with health work.  Plumbing, sanitation work, and vegetable gardens all improved both 

the aesthetic value of the mills and contributed to the improved health of the mill 

workers.  By installing running water, and in some cases bathtubs and indoor toilets, the 

mills worked to bring standards of health and cleanliness up to a modern level.  However, 
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some of these efforts, like the encouragement of vegetable gardens, reinforced rural 

traditions.   

In the 1910s, running water was installed in many mill houses, along with 

electricity.  Appliances like indoor toilets and bathtubs were still relatively rare, however.  

According to Harriet Herring, 151 plants out of 256 had installed running water in the 

mill villages by 1926.  112 of the plants also had indoor toilets, but only 15 of these mills 

also provided a sewage system.104  The Tolar, Hart and Holt mills promoted these modern 

conveniences in a newspaper article.  In 1917, the mill equipped �every house with 

sanitary toilets and septic tanks which when completed will make this as sanitary and 

clean a village (as) any town or city in the country.�105  This quote reveals the aim of 

these health programs: to make the mill village more like the middle class town and city.  

Many mills also hired health workers who conducted home visits, inspections, 

and health classes.  The Beacon Manufacturing Company at Swannanoa, North Carolina 

hired a nurse who spent �her entire time to first aid and to home visiting and instruction 

in cleanliness, etc.�106  Although only 21 mills had paid health workers in 1926, many 

other mills benefited from county and city doctors and nurses who frequently aided the 

mills.107 The Conestee Mills, near Greensville, S. C. also paid a health worker who �sees 

that everything about the village is kept in a sanitary condition.�  This health worker also 

acted as �a school physician and the children are given medical attention without cost.  

The service of a dentist (was) also furnished free one day in each week.�  The Conestee 

Mills also employed �an eye specialist to come during the school term and make an 

examination of all the eyes of the children in school, and any other people in the village 

who are probably in need of glasses.�108   

 A large part of this health work was focused on the health of babies.  A baby 

clinic was held at the Tolar Hart and Holt Mills �under the direction of the city and 

county health officer, and � the city and county health nurse.�  This clinic was described 

as �fitted with every modern equipment needed for the examination and treatment of 
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children�s disease.�109  Contests were again a way for the mills to encourage worker 

participation in health programs.   The Tolar, Hart, and Holt mills gave prizes for the 

�prettiest baby� at numerous community events.  Doctors were often the judges of these 

contests and awarded prizes on the basis of �size, height and weight.�110  Debbie Grimes, 

the village nurse at the Dunean Cotton Mill, conducted a �baby week� in 1920.  This 

week featured a contest where �babies one month to three years old were examined and 

prizes were given those scoring the highest.�  This week also included �a mother�s 

meeting, a father�s meeting, lectures by Dr. Jordan and Dr. Sharpe, a baby parade and a 

community night.�111   

Undoubtably, the reason for this focus on babies was that these children were the 

next generation of mill workers.  By ensuring healthy babies, the mill ensured a healthy 

generation of workers.  Considering the use of child labor in the mills, this focus on 

healthy children makes even more sense.  In fact, much of the welfare work in southern 

cotton mills focused on the children of the workers.  Sewing classes, cooking classes, and 

baseball teams all targeted children and younger workers.   

Almost every mill encouraged the mill workers to plant vegetable gardens in 

order to improve the nutrition and diet of the mill workers, as well as to increase the 

workers ties to their homes, and by extension to the mill.112  The Roanoke Mill Company 

had �literally acres� of gardens �laid out in little plots � producing vegetables and only 

occasionally a part of a strip grown in grass.�113  One mill owner expressed his attitude 

towards gardens, and welfare work in general when he stated, �you can tell what kind of 

workers a family will be from the way they keep their house and premises � clean, good, 

efficient workers in the mill and vice versa.�114     

Vegetable gardens were a part of the worker�s rural past and probably existed in 

the mill villages without the encouragement of the management.  These gardens were 
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promoted as a way of encouraging better nutrition and thriftiness.  The Tolar Hart and 

Holt Mills planted fruit trees in 1918 and expected in a few years �to have all the fruit we 

need at our own door.�115  Another mill planted �a large field of turnips and other greens� 

in order to provide �necessary elements to the diet� of the mill workers.116  It was an 

attempt to raise the standard of living of the workers without a rise in wages.  Although 

southern cotton mill workers would participate in the popular culture of the 1920�s and 

�30s, they always grew gardens, sometimes as a form of recreation and sometimes, as in 

the Great Depression, as a way to put food on the table.  

Mill sponsored recreational activities were perhaps the most important way in 

which workers were prepared for the popular culture of the 1920�s.  These recreational 

activities, like baseball, movies, libraries, and brass bands also encouraged consumerism, 

and acted as agents of cultural modernization.  The mills encouraged and organized 

baseball teams and concert bands, while they marginalized string bands, informal games, 

and other rural activities.   

These welfare programs also reinforced contemporary, mainstream, American 

gender roles.  Activities like sewing, cooking, health, and home making classes all 

targeted women.  Brass bands, baseball teams, and other athletic teams, on the other 

hand, targeted men.  Women were expected to be homemakers, who when not in the 

cotton mill, were expected to be cooking, cleaning, making clothes, or raising children.  

Men, however, when not working were encouraged to participate in athletics and musical 

activities.      

 The mill managers, as part of their welfare programs, brought the first movies into 

the mills.  Many community buildings built by the mills included movie theaters, and one 

observer noted that these theatres were a �common feature.�117  Not only did these 

theaters show commercial movies, they also showed other types of films.  A YWCA 

movie party at the Dunean mills presented films showing typical YWCA activities.  One 

film, shown in 1920 was composed of �girls gathering in the picturesque mountains of 

Blue Ridge, where the Greenville girls meet for good times in the summer.�118  The 
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Neuse Manufacturing Company in Raleigh, N.C., benefited from �educational films� that 

the local school board arranged at the mill school �twice a week.�119  At the Durham 

Hosiery Mills, in North Carolina, movies were provided 2 nights a week in the summer 

from 1914-1921.  These free movies were so popular with the mill workers that the mill 

owner commented that the crowds �looked like the feeding (of) the five thousand.�120      

 After these welfare programs ended in the 1920�s, the mill workers continued 

their enthusiasm for the movies.  Throughout the �20s and �30s, mill workers traveled 

into town on Saturdays to go to the movies.  This popular form of commodified leisure 

was an important element of the new popular culture of the 1920s, and was a major 

indicator of the growing consumerism of the mill workers.   

Baseball was �by far the most common form� of mill-sponsored athletics in the 

southern cotton mill villages.121   Out of 322 mill villages studied by Harriet Herring, 127 

definitely sponsored baseball teams.  88 others did not specifically mention the financial 

aid to baseball teams but �more likely than not� aided these teams.  This financial aid 

came in the form of money for uniforms, equipment, travel, and playing fields, and had 

been common since the 1890s.122  Most mills, from a far back as the 1890s purchased 

baseballs, bats, gloves, and other equipment.  Later on, in the mid 1910s, the mills 

purchased uniforms, and the teams began competing in the Southern Textile Baseball 

League.123  Many mills, like the Pelzer Mills, built baseball fields on the edge of the mill 

village.124  Others, like the Clifton mills, paid for the transportation of the teams to play 

away games.125   

 Baseball was a culturally modernizing force in the mill villages.  Not only did it 

integrate the mill villagers into the larger American experience of spectator sports, it also 
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inculcated discipline, competition, and respect for authority and rules in the mill workers.  

Thomas K. Perry noted that baseball teams were �preparation for the discipline and close 

attention to detail required in their manufacturing jobs.�126  The intricate rules of the 

game, the discipline required in showing up to practice and games, and the respect the 

players had to show to coaches and umpires, were all preparation not only for their jobs, 

but also for the mill workers� lives. 

Baseball was an important element of mill life long after these welfare programs 

had ended.  Throughout the 1920s, �30s and beyond, mill teams competed against each 

other.  The mill workers paid their admission fees and packed into bleachers to root for 

their teams, and enjoyed popcorn, ice cream and Coca-cola at these games.  This love of 

baseball extended to major league teams.  Soon, mill workers became spectators of major 

and minor league baseball, just like other Americans all over the country.  Baseball was a 

major way the southern cotton mill workers participated in mainstream American cultural 

activities. 

 The mill-sponsored concert bands also played at many of these baseball games.  

They also played at other community events such as �school �breakings,�� Sunday 

concerts, community socials, state and county fairs, and baby shows.127  Not as many 

mills had bands, however, as they did baseball teams.  Bands cost the mills a large 

amount of money in terms of instruments, uniforms, teachers, music and other expenses, 

and only very large mills were willing to undertake these additional expenses.128 

 These mill-sponsored bands were concert bands made up of brass instruments and 

the occasional woodwind.  The Newberry Concert Band, sponsored by the Newberry 

Mills, in Greenville County, S.C., was one of these rare bands that included woodwinds.  

This band was made up of 3 trombones, 3 tubas, 3 flugelhorns, 2 cornets, 2 trumpets, 1 

drum, 3 clarinets, 1 oboe, 1 bassoon, and 1 flute.129  Other mills also had bands with 

violins and pianos.130  Notably absent from these lists of instruments are guitars, banjos, 

fiddles and other string instruments.  .  String instruments were played by many mill 
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workers, however, both before and after the heyday of the mill-sponsored concert band, 

but the genre of music encouraged by the mills would not have had a place for stringed 

instruments.   

 The type of music these concert bands played was the kind of music that could be 

heard in any concert hall in America or Europe during the beginning of the 20th century.  

It was symphonic, classical music.  At a local concert of the Newberry Concert Band, 

they performed the following pieces: Overture Facile Mignonnette, Waltzes �Signora,� 

�The Pearls,� a solo for the cornet, a selection from �Faust�, and a selection from 

�Bohemian Girl.�  The music at this concert was probably more �high brow,� than what 

would be played at a Fourth of July celebration, but it is obvious that the folk music of 

the mill workers had been marginalized in favor of a more middle-class, �sophisticated� 

form of music.131  

Reading rooms and libraries were other middle-class settings that mill managers 

pushed into the mill village.  Libraries were a very common feature of the community 

building, even more so than movie theatres.132  These libraries varied in the number of 

books they held.  These libraries did have one thing in common however: the mill 

management chose the books.   The Piedmont Manufacturing Company of South 

Carolina had �a library of several thousand well-selected volumes.�133  The library at the 

Pelzer Mills was described as �compromising nearly 5,000 volumes of approved standard 

literature.�134   The Pelzer Mills also contained reading rooms for both �ladies� and 

�gentlemen.�   These reading rooms were �liberally supplied with newspapers and other 

periodical literature, both popular and scientific.�135      

Many other mills cooperated with local county libraries in supplying the mill 

workers with reading materials.  The welfare department of the Durham Hosiery mill 

�cooperated with the Durham public library in conducting branch libraries near the 
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mills.�136  The Spartanburg (S.C.) library reported that 20% of its readers were mill 

workers from the �industrial satellite communities.�137 

Other activities, like swimming, bowling, basketball, and Boy and Girl Scout 

troops were other recreational activities undertaken by the mill management.  These 

activities were less widespread than baseball, libraries and concert bands, but also 

represent middle-class recreational forms.  Swimming pools and bowling alleys were 

built in many community houses.138  In the Pelzer Mills, a bicycling club named the 

�Smyth Wheel Club� was founded.139  Other community houses contained a �smoking 

room,� and �games and lodge rooms.�140   

 The welfare workers themselves, along with the community houses were probably 

the most effective means of communicating middle class cultural norms to the mill 

workers.  The welfare workers and these community houses acted as agents of cultural 

modernization and encouraged consumerism among the mill workers.  Through the 

power of example, the mill workers, who interacted with the welfare workers in the 

community house on at least a weekly basis, were exposed to modern ways of dress, 

home-making, cooking, recreation and host of other activities. 

 Community houses were commonly decorated in a fashion consistent with 

modern middle-class norms.  The furnishings and appliances of these houses set an 

example the mill owners hoped the mill workers would follow.  A local newspaper 

described the community house at the Dunean Mills on October 3, 1919:  

  �Few cities have more charming club houses than the recreation 

center at Dunean mill. A number of ladies visited this attractive place a 

few afternoons ago and each one came away with a picture in her mind of 

the house beautiful.   

 �It is a large 2 story building with a comfortable porch thru which 

one enters to a large and beautiful living room.  This room is tinted a soft 

cream and has a ceiling blocked with beams in dark brown as are the 
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pillars throughout the room.  A wide brick mantel is in the center, and 

pictures adorn the walls. 

 The furniture is dark wicker with bright chintz upholstering.  The 

tables are fumed oak and numbers of pretty lamps and electric lights make 

the room most inviting to say nothing of the windows with their artistic 

draperies.  There is an office at one end of the room and back of all this is 

a pantry and kitchen.  Upstairs there are neat little rooms for the YWCA 

secretaries. Who are in charge of the building.(sic)  They are two very 

capable girls, Miss Holt and Miss Martin. 

 The YWCA workers from Greenville go out and assist at many 

classes and entertainments and meeting at this beautiful recreation center 

at Dunean.  The Dunean mill company has built this house for the people 

of the mill village and had it beautifully decorated and fitted up by a 

special decorator from Atlanta and no doubt it will add much to the 

pleasure of the community. 

 There are (sic) also on the second story a dainty little private 

dining room for the secretaries besides bathrooms and a large dining room 

and kitchenette.   

 In the living room downstairs a number of magazines were on the 

table and Miss Holt, the secretary said all she needed now was some 

copies of St. Nickolas for the children.�141 

 

Welfare workers also set an example for the mill workers.  These welfare workers 

were middle-class educated women.  Many of the first volunteer workers were middle 

class women from the nearby towns.142  Harriet Herring herself was a welfare worker, 

who later went on to conduct research on southern cotton mills, publish three books and 

numerous articles, and teach at the University of North Carolina � Chapel Hill.  Another 

welfare worker was Pearl Wyche, who was a pioneering welfare worker at the Cone 

Mills and was educated at the State Normal and Industrial College.  Her work was at first 
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was �indirect� and by �the example of the cottage and the serving of simple refreshments, 

and in friendly help with the sewing women brought to the meetings.�143  Later in her 

life, Wyche would become the Treasurer of the Southern Textile Social Service 

Association.144  This association of southern welfare workers was much like any other 

professional association; they held meetings, presented papers, and discussed better 

techniques and strategies concerning their work.(letter to belle fuller from HH discussing 

plans for welfare conference) 

The welfare programs of the southern cotton mills were a modernizing force that 

acted on the culture of the mill workers.  Through these programs, the mill workers were 

encouraged to consume mass-produced goods, and to transform the way they lived their 

lives and the way they obtained neccesitties.  Instead of sewing simple clothes by hand, 

they were encouraged to use a sewing machine to make modern dresses, hats, and items 

for the home.  They began to use canned foods in new ways and changed the way they 

cooked food.   

These welfare programs also transformed their homes and raised the literacy rates 

of the southern cotton mill worker.  Electrification, indoor plumbing, and literacy 

prepared the workers to participate in the popular culture that would mature in the 1920s.  

Literacy was necessary in order to read newspapers, popular magazines, pulp fiction 

novels, and silent movies.  Electricity and running water would be essential when 

workers purchased simple appliances like lamps and electric irons, and adapted modern 

amenities like bathtubs and indoor toilets.   

These welfare programs also transformed the worker�s recreational activities.  

Baseball replaced informal games and became a major form of leisure for young men.  

The mill management marginalized the string bands and folk music of the workers by the 

mills establishment of concert bands that played symphonic music.  Reading was also 

encouraged as a form of leisure by the existence of libraries containing mill-approved 

literature. 

The welfare programs of the southern cotton mills prepared the workers for 

participation in the popular culture that burgeoned in the 1920s.  In the �20s, female 
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workers adopted the flapper style of dress and appearance, the men played baseball in 

textile leagues and followed major and minor league play on the radio.  Canned goods 

and electric irons became a staple in many cotton mill kitchens and many mill workers 

began to read local newspapers and popular magazines.   Not only did they participate in 

the new consumer-based culture, they also contributed to it.  Bluegrass music became 

popular in the 1920s and the textile mill leagues sent many players to the majors.  

Although the culture of the cotton mill worker contained much that was modern, much 

that had been introduced to them by welfare programs, it also retained much that was 

rural.  These rural traits coexisted with these modern ones to create a uniquely southern 

industrial culture.     
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CHAPTER 2:  POPULAR CULTURE AND THE SOUTHERN COTTON MILL 

VILLAGES 

 

 

 

 During the 1920s, culture in America went through tremendous changes.  A new 

form of culture emerged that was consumer based and national in scope.  It touched 

almost every American in some way through newspapers, magazines, and the radio.  New 

technology was a large part of this popular culture.  The radio, automobiles and 

phonographs were important new consumer goods that marked this culture.  New styles 

of fashion and new genres of music emerged and shaped Americans everywhere.  One of 

the hallmarks of the popular culture of the 1920s was mass-produced goods distributed 

within a national market.145   

 This new popular culture, with its consumer goods, national fashions, and 

commodified leisure activities, all infiltrated the southern cotton mill village.  This new 

national, modern culture had a profound impact on the still largely rural culture of the 

mill workers.  During the 1920s and �30s the mill workers incorporated aspects of 

popular culture into their rural culture, creating a mix of rural and modern traits that 

coherently formed the culture of this southern industrial class.  Ford sheds existed side by 

side with gardens and hog pens.  Many women sewed clothes for their family, while 

others ventured into the nearby towns on the weekends to go shopping and see a movie.    

Rural and modern elements existed side by side, in many cases influencing each other 

and complicating easy classifications of the culture of southern cotton mill workers.   

 The mill workers adopted these consumer goods, commodified forms of 

recreation, and new styles and fashions for various reasons.  As shown in chapter one, the 

welfare programs of the southern cotton mills prepared the mill workers to participate in 

this popular culture, communicated middle-class cultural norms to the mill workers, and 

encouraged consumerism.  There also were other important reasons why mill workers 
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chose to abandon some of their rural ways.  New technologies, like the sewing machine, 

phonograph, automobile and the electric iron seemed to make life easier.  The seductive 

nature of these new technologies enticed the worker into this new consumer ethos.  

Commodified leisure, like movies, radio programs, and baseball games offered a release 

and a distraction from the long hard hours, incessant noise, and oppressive sweat and lint 

of the cotton mill.   Southern cotton mill workers adopted middle class fashions, and 

styles of dress because they hoped to gain the appearance of equality with the middle 

class. Two important emotions were at play here. One was that the workers felt inferior to 

the middle-class townsfolk.  At the same time however, they also felt a racial solidarity 

with them.  These two competing emotions formed a dialectic that explains why the mill 

workers imitated and sometimes identified with the townsfolk.    

 The workers did not just pluck out elements of popular culture and insert them 

into their lives.  They molded these cultural forms, making them their own and in turn 

contributing to the cultural experiences of America as a whole.  This idea is best seen in 

the workers� relationship with music and baseball.  Not only were these two activities 

important parts of the mill workers culture, and important elements of popular culture, 

but they were also areas in which the mill workers created their own versions of these 

cultural forms and made contributions to the larger American culture. 146   

 Much has been written about the community the mill workers created in their 

villages.147  This community, although vibrant and strong throughout the 1920s and �30s, 

experienced cracks in its surface due to the intrusions of these new cultural forms.  

Young mill workers were the first to partake enthusiastically in these new cultural 

experiences, often leaving their parents behind in bewilderment.  In many ways, the new 

culture that was formed in the cotton mills in the 1920s was a youth culture.  Another 
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crack formed on religious lines.  Many so-called �holy rollers� in the mill villages 

completely abstained from things like movies, dancing and radio programs, while less 

religious ones embraced these new forms of entertainment.   

 Although these cracks did appear, they did not deepen and were not large enough 

to divide the mill community during the 1920s.  Many workers, mostly younger, less 

religious ones acted as cultural pioneers and forged a new culture for the mill workers, 

one that was a mix of rural and modern forms.  Despite their consumer purchases and 

participation in commodified leisure, these workers were not yet primarily consumers.  

They still defined themselves by what they produced, rather than by what they consumed.  

 From the beginnings of the cotton mill industry in the South, usually dated in the 

1880s till around the 1910s, the only shopping any mill worker ever did was at the 

company store.  The company store, however, declined in importance and prevalence 

during the 1910s and �20s.  In 1926, Harriet Herring found only 63 company stores in 

322 mills.148  The previously ubiquitous company store was in a spiral of decline.  The 

few that stayed open expanded and were forced to lower their prices due to outside 

competition.  

 There were many reasons why company stores folded.  The first was that many of 

these stores lost money from bad debts.  Many mills found that these stores generated a 

great deal of resentment on the part of the mill workers and voluntarily closed them to 

avoid these negative reactions.  Most stores, however, closed because of new 

competition.  The mill village in 1920 was no longer as isolated as it once was.  Many 

were near large towns like Durham, Greenville, and Gastonia.  Transportation was also 

more available to the mill workers in the 1920s.  The automobile and the streetcar came 

to the mills in the �20s, making it easier for the workers to shop in town and avoid the 

company store. 149  

 Some company stores continued to exist, but they did so by lowering prices and 

expanding inventory and competing with other stores for business.  Many also stayed 

open as a matter of convenience.  Not all workers were able to travel into town, and the 

company store remained a nearby place to shop for groceries, especially perishables like 
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milk and meat.  The end of the dominance of the company store was a prerequisite of the 

mill workers increased consumerism.  Many company stores were exploitive and charged 

exorbitant prices for goods, thus limiting the purchasing power of the mill workers.  By 

shopping in town, or at �reformed� company stores, mill workers were able to increase 

their purchasing power and were able to consume more mass-produced goods.150      

 In the 1920s, southern cotton mill workers integrated aspects of popular culture 

into their own unique culture.  Many different forces communicated new cultural norms 

and practices to the mill workers.  The most important of these were the welfare workers 

and various welfare programs of the 1910s.  There were other reasons, however, as to 

why these workers adopted aspects of popular culture and consumed more mass-

produced goods.  Many of these new consumer goods took advantage of new 

technologies like electricity and combustion engines.  These new goods seduced the mill 

workers by promising an easier life.  Mill workers also adopted many new fashions, 

styles, and forms of recreation because of their interaction with the nearby middle-class 

townsfolk. 

 Southern cotton mill workers had a complex relationship with the middle-class 

townsfolk.  The townsfolk constantly reminded the mill workers that they were inferior, 

and many observers noticed that the mill worker sometimes had an inferiority complex.  

One townsperson claimed that the mill workers �are ignorant and shiftless.  They do not 

care for an education.  As soon as the children are above the compulsory school age, they 

are stopped from school and put to work.�151  Another noted that �they are less social and 

feel the strata of gradation they are in.  It is a fact that most feel that they are about as low 

down as they can get, so they don�t adhere to the laws of morals as well as they 

should.�152  Sociologist Lois McDonald wrote that there was �constant friction� between 

mill workers and townsfolk, �caused by a feeling of superiority on the part of the 

(townsfolk) and of inferiority on the part of the mill workers.�153    
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This perceived inferiority was a cultural phenomenon that existed because the 

townsfolk expressed a cultural superiority over the mill worker.  This cultural aspect of 

the mill workers inferiority complex usually manifested itself through clothing.  One mill 

worker who moved to Gastonia, which he thought was �a big city,� remarked that �the 

people dressed differently than we had up in the mountains.�  When he and his family 

went to church in the town �we sorta felt out of place in a city church with everybody 

dressed up in store-bought clothes.�  As a consequence, this worker and his family started 

attending tent revivals where � we felt more at home and wasn�t ashamed of our 

clothes.�154  Many other mill workers refused to go to school when they were young 

because they �couldn't get clothes that were decent and that looked anything like the ones 

the other girls wore.�155 

This cultural inferiority is best expressed by one of the mill workers� folk songs.  

The lyrics express the cultural and material differences that existed between the two 

classes, and illustrate the attitudes the two classes felt towards each other.  This song, 

written sometimes in the early 1900�s included the following lyrics: 

�we are looked upon as a set insane: the upper tens who swell and fret, call 

us the �ignorant factory set�we are not bred in college walls never played 

in theaters, nor danced in opera halls, not eat ice cream, nor drink 

lemonade, nor smoke cigars Havana made.  Nor went to picnics every 

other day, nor went on excursions without pay nor wore fine clothers nor 

derby hats nor rode bicycles nor played ball and bats. � We pay high 

prices for all we eat, molasses and coffee, bread and meat, and should we 

fail our money to get we are called the �lying factory set� the merchants 

love to see us work, but our company on Sunday they still shirk, but when 

payday comes and our money they get, then we�re the �paying factory set� 
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Education we have none, father nor mother, daughter nor son, and that is 

why the people fret and call us the �ignorant factory set��156 

  

At the same time however, these mill workers also identified with the townsfolk 

on the basis of race.  This racial solidarity was certainly evident in all parts of the South, 

but was intensified by in the exclusively white cotton mills. The combination of deep 

class divisions and racial solidarity between the mill workers and the townsfolk caused 

the mill worker to embrace eagerly some forms of middle-class culture.  These two 

competing emotions resulted in the mill workers adopting middle-class fashions and 

styles of dress as a way of gaining the appearance of equality with the townsfolk.   

Another reason the workers consumed new mass-produced goods stems from the 

very nature of these goods.  Consumer goods are seductive in nature and promised to 

make the lives of the workers easier.  Advertisements also lured the workers into 

purchasing new goods.  Many workers also chose to participate in commodified forms of 

leisure, like movies and baseball games.  These forms of recreation were an escape from 

the mills and from the troubles of making ends meet.   

The culture of the southern cotton mill worker that emerged in the 1920�s and 

�30s was composed of an interesting mix of rural and modern elements.  In some ways, 

this culture was a transitional culture between the rural ways of the farms and mountains 

and modern life in towns linked by a national economy and culture.   

 Clothes were always important to the mill workers.  Everyday their lives revolved 

around making cotton into cloth.  Not only were they the producers of many mass-

produced cloth goods they also bought mass-produced clothing.  Even as early as 1910, 

many mill workers spent a large amount of money on clothes.  According to a Senate 

report on the condition of women and child earners in the United States, Southern cotton 

mill workers spent between 15 and 30 percent of their total income on clothing.157   

 Clothes also served as a major distinction between the workers and the southern 

middle-class.  According to structuralist theory, clothes, along with all other consumer 
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goods, represent a system of meanings.158  Nice suits and shoes, hats, and fancy dresses 

all imparted a specific meaning to the wearer of these goods.  Overalls, cheap dresses and 

aprons imparted a different meaning.  By purchasing and wearing modern, more formal 

clothes, the Southern cotton mill workers were attempting to transcend class barriers by 

wearing clothes that meant one was of a higher class.    

 Clothing was a status symbol in the southern cotton mill, and the nearby towns, 

much as it still is today.  This fact was not lost on the cotton mill workers.  George Suggs 

Jr. remembered that for the workers �dress clearly reflected their power status in the 

mills.�159  To Suggs, and to many other mill workers, the �symbol of authority� was �a 

white shirt and a tie.�160 

 Most workers owned two different types of clothes.  The first was their work 

clothes.  At the mill, men wore �faded blue overalls�, or a �three-dollar pair of trousers 

and a coat which does not match.�161  Women wore �dresses of gingham or of similar 

material,� along with �freshly starched aprons,� to the mill.162  These clothes could be 

bought cheaply at a store, but female workers could also easily sew these clothes.   

Sewing machines were common items in the houses of mill workers.  One writer 

commented that in the typical mill home, �a sewing machine inevitably sits in the 

corner.�163  Although Ethel Faucette remembered that her mother �bought maybe a suit or 

something like that,�  she added that when it came to women�s clothes, �we always 

bought the cloth and she made it.�164  One village even had a village seamstress who 

made �work dresses.�165  

 Many workers also owned nicer clothes, more frequently store-bought, that they 

wore on Saturdays to go into town, or on Sundays to go to church.  Ethel Faucette 
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remembered going into town to buy hats because they were unavailable at the store in the 

mill village.  Another woman wore a �black velvet, broad brimmed hat� to church every 

Sunday.166  Glenn Kanipe was a rare worker who did not like getting dressed up to go to 

town.  When he and wife wanted to go into town for the movies, his wife scolded him, 

�now look here � you're going to dress or we don't go to the show.�167  Another writer 

commented that the male worker in �his best suit and straw hat,� presented a �very 

different appearance from that of the everyday worker.�168  Female workers were also 

described by this writer as looking forward to �Saturday afternoon and Sunday as the one 

period during the week in which to �dress up.��169  These �dress-up clothes� were 

�bought ready-made,� and one observer claimed that �the neat appearance of the young 

people makes them indistinguishable in the crowds on a city street.�170    

Workers not only dressed in more formal clothes, they also adopted the styles and 

fashions of the middle class.   Marjorie Potwin proudly claimed that in the cotton mill 

village �we have � the lipstick and the boyish bob,� and �the young�uns wear georgette 

and silk hose.�171  Another writer claimed that �a causal observer may conclude� that 

�the girls generally spend heavily of their meager earnings for cosmetics.�172  

Just as they obtained clothes in two ways, sewing, and purchasing, the southern 

cotton mill worker also obtained food in two ways: he either grew it on his one, or she 

bought it at a store.  Many mill workers had vegetable gardens going back to their first 

days in the mills.  Workers new off the farm almost always brought some farm animals 

with them, and the keeping of animals became commonplace in many Southern cotton 

mills villages.   

Mill workers worked in gardens during their time away from the mill in an effort 

to save money, and sometimes as a form of recreation.  One mill worker recalled that in 

her village  �most� of the other workers �had gardens and things like that.�173  Many 
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workers were former farmers whose �love of farming� never left them.�174  Workers 

planted a wide variety of vegetables in their gardens.  One worker had �tomatoes, 

cabbages, beans, onions, and corn,� while another �planted a few hills of okra and corn 

and tomatoes,� as well as beans.175  Another worker planted �large fields of corn� to feed 

both his family and his livestock.176   

Many workers struggled to find time to work in their gardens after putting in 60 to 

70 hours of work at the mill.  Some were only able to tend their gardens �on off days,� 

while others would garden �most of the time whenever I�d come home from work.�177 

Many workers undoubtedly understood Cordie Underwood when she claimed that �we 

have a garden but I don't have time to work it. Nobody else cares. The younger children 

don't take no interest in gardens. Dad's careless about sich things, too.�178 

Mill families usually canned or jarred vegetables from their gardens, and then 

bought staples like flour, fatback and molasses, and fruits and meat if they could afford 

them, from nearby stores.  One industrious worker had �two hundred jars of beans, 

tomatoes, corn, peaches, pickles, and preserves. All the vegetables were �gathered from 

the garden just back of the house.�179  Another worker bought �fruit for canning to 

supplement the vegetables she has canned from her garden.�180 

Many workers also kept animals like cows, chickens and hogs to supplement their 

table.  These former farmers �brought their hogs and chickens into the village� when they 

first moved to the mills.181  These animals were commonplace in most villages even 

decades and generations after the initial move from the farm to the mill.  Emma Whitesell 

was one worker who remembered moving from the farm to the mill.  Different mills had 
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different rules regarding the keeping of animals, but she remembered that at Plaid Mills 

in Alamance County, N.C., �you know, you could raise hogs,� and �chickens, we had 

chickens.�182 One worker recalled that �my dad kept a cow in those days, like most 

families who supplied their own milk and butter.�183  Many villages were similar to one 

described by Lois McDonald which had �on the edge of the village toward the country �  

an enclosed plot of land where workers (grazed) their cows.�184  

The food of the mill workers was a mix of homegrown vegetables, fresh milk and 

eggs from their cows and chickens, pork from hogs they killed themselves, and other 

meats, breads, and sometimes fruits, purchased at nearby stores.  One observer wrote that 

the typical diet of the mill worker consisted of �fatback, beans, cornbread, molasses, 

(and) home grown veggies.�185  Another writer stated that the worker�s typical dinner and 

supper both consisted of �meats, canned foods, and occasionally fresh vegetables.�  

Workers remembered eating these foods, and one stated she relied on �good old standby 

home cooking, sech as rice, hominy, corn bread, some sort of greens, and boiled meat.�186 

Many of these staple foods were bought at nearby stores.  One worker recalled 

that on payday they went to the local store and first bought �the main things like flour, fat 

back, lard and beans,� before spending money on anything else.187  Another worker 

recalled buying flour from a miller who used to come to town and sell flour in barrels.  

After he died, she bought brand-name flour at a local store.188  Workers sometimes were 

not particular about what brand of flour they bought, however.  One worker stated that 

she �sent to the store for a 12-pound sack o' flour yesterday, and I told the storekeeper to 

send me a cheaper one if he had any.�189 
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Workers also consumed foods other than these staples.  Coca-cola was popular in 

many mills, and many children reminisced about spending money on candy.  Many 

workers went �to the inevitable cold drink stand� on their breaks at the mill to drink 

�coca-cola.�190  Another observer noted that the workers had �the reputation of lunching 

on �coca cola.�191  Eula Durham recalled skipping work as a child and brazenly asking 

her supervisor to ��carry us to get a co-cola.��  Surprisingly, the supervisor �brought us 

over here to Durham�s, got us co-cola�s and brought us back to the mill.�192 

An examination of the food served at Christmas celebrations in the mill villages 

provides a look at food the workers considered luxurious and could not eat on a regular 

basis, yet were able to consume on special occasions.   Eula Durham described her 

Christmas as follows:  �Mama�d cook a ham, she�d make every kind of cake in the world 

you could think of, and along then people didn�t have freezers � they canned everything.  

� You couldn�t go to the store and buy beef like you can now.  This old man brought it 

around that killed his own cows.  He brought it around in a big truck, and he�d cut you 

off a hunk and sell it to you.  Mama�d get a big hunk of that, make a big pot of beef hash.  

Oh we thought we was in heaven then�193   Fruits were also common items during 

Christmas time.  A publication of the Judson Mills, in Greenville, SC, published 

children�s� letters to Santa Claus.  All of the children who wrote these letters asked Santa 

for either �apples,� �oranges,� or fruit.  Many of the children also asked for nuts and 

candy.194 

Food and clothing are integral parts of the web of activities and customs 

collectively defined as culture.  Just as important however, are modes of recreation and 

leisure activities.  Just as the food and clothing of the mill workers were both modern and 

rural, the recreational and leisure activities of the southern cotton mill workers were a 

mix of rural traditions and new forms of commodified leisure.  Commodified leisure 
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activities like listening to the radio, going for a ride in automobiles, or watching a movie 

were also integral parts of the national popular culture that emerged in the 1920s.   

Playing and listening to music were very popular leisure activities in the southern 

cotton mills.  Many workers owned phonographs, and to a lesser extent radios in the 

1920s.  At the same time, however, workers created their own folk music.  This string 

music stemmed from the rural folk music of the farms and mountains of the South.  Soon, 

this folk music made its way to mainstream America through the radio and the recording 

industry and eventually, the folk music of the southern cotton mill workers became part 

of the modern American cultural landscape.  This botton-up transmission of culture was 

an important contribution made by the mill workers to mainstream American culture and 

shows the dynamic nature of culture and cultural forms.195 

Victrolas were extremely popular among the southern cotton mill workers in the 

1920s.  This consumer purchase, along with the countless consumer purchases of records 

was a modern element of the culture of the southern textile workers and facilitated their 

integration into the popular culture of the age.  In 1926, Marjorie Potwin found that 79 

out of 178 families at the Saxon Mills, in Williamston, S.C., owned Victrolas and 23 out 

of 178 owned pianos.    These name-brand phonographs and pianos were �furnishing 

overwhelming competition� to other forms of recreation like reading, or visiting 

neighbors.196  In the same year, Jennings Rhyne, another observer of cotton mill workers 

found that out of 500 families, only 82 reported owning a Victrola, while 52 families 

owned organs, 25 had pianos, 38 owned other instruments, and just two had radios.197   

Phonographs represented an important form of recreation for the mill workers.  

Ethel Faucette remembered owning a phonograph and buying records in Burlington, 

North Carolina, whenever she went to town.198  Another worker, when asked what she 

did on dates, replied �Play Victrolas. That�s about all you had to do, play records�199  

This worker did not own a Victrola herself, but instead used a friend�s, or went to the 
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local drugstore to listen to one there.  Some workers also owned pianos and played these, 

or just listened, as a form of entertainment.  The pride of the Wallace household, a family 

of mill workers from Durham, N.C., was �a badly toned piano.�  The 17 year old 

daughter of the household was a skilled player whose repertoire included �Tippy-Tippy-

Ten, a number or two from Snow White, several others from recent pictures, and � Duke 

University's song.�200 

Radios were not very common in mill homes during the 1920�s.  Aside from 

Jennings Rhyne�s report of only 2 radios out of 500 households in 1926, Marjorie Potwin 

found only 5 radios out of 178 households at the Saxon Mills in 1927.201  Radios would 

become more common in cotton mill villages in the 1930s, despite the hard times of the 

Great Depression.  The radio was a consumer purchase that placed the owner in contact 

with a much larger world.  With a radio workers could listen to professional baseball 

games, nationally syndicated shows like Amos and Andy, and music from a wide array of 

genres, including music of their own making.     

The indigenous music of the rural South also became the folk music of the 

Southern cotton mill village.  This music was �an important element of rural culture� and 

came to occupy �its own place in the social relations of the mill village.�202  Workers in 

the 1920s, and �30s embraced string music, also sometimes referred to as hillbilly music.  

As Jacquelyn Hall stated, �stringbands had been the mainstay of country gatherings, and 

they multiplied in the mill villages, where musicians lived closer together and had more 

occasions to play.�203  This music was an important emotional outlet for the mill workers.  

Not only was it an entertaining way to pass the hours and a diversion from the long work 

week and hard hours of the cotton mill, it was also expressive of the joys, troubles, and 

anxieties of life in the mill.  Local bands sprouted up in cotton mills all over the Piedmont 

region.  Some bands even made it on the radio or cut their own records for national 

companies like Columbia and Victor.  Eventually, the local music of southern cotton 
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mills broke through its regional and class barriers and became a form of American 

music.204    

This embrace of string bands was also a conscious rejection of the brass bands 

and concert music that had been foisted on the mill workers during the heyday of mill 

welfare programs.  Although �in some cases� as Douglas De Natale and Glenn Hinson 

have argued, �instructors provided by mill welfare programs introduced new stylistic 

influences such as classical banjo and new instruments like the mandolin,� overall the 

workers rejected this cultural form instead opting for a more familiar and, to the workers, 

entertaining form of music.205     

Many cotton mill villages had informal bands that were made of up workers.  

James Pharris, of Burlington, N.C., was the �leader of a band over there in Spray for 

twenty years and � got pretty well known.�  His band gave �concerts around all three 

towns: Leaksville, Spray, and Draper.�  Because of his activities, Pharris stated: �I was 

pretty well known in these towns and I was pretty well liked.�206  Flossie Durham�s son 

Frank was also in a band that existed �for a good long while,� in Bynum, N.C., and 

included a guitar, a fiddle, a banjo and �an oldfashioned organ.�207  Junie Aaron 

remembered that in her mill in Conover, N.C., �we used to listen to string music and all.  

They used to have a lot of groups come from different places around to the schoolhouses 

and such as that and make music.�208 

 A typical Southern cotton mill band looked like much the one found in the Eagle 

Mills in North Carolina.  This band never made it to the radio and never produced a 

record, but provided amusement and an emotional outlet for an entire village of mill 

workers.  Ralph Gardner �played his mandolin in a group of other musicians on the hill 

who played juice harp � and jugs.�209  Kenneth played the washboard in that �small 

string band of young men that went from house to house making music.�210  Another 
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member was Fred, who �picked the banjo in his leisure time and would often make music 

with his friends in the village.�211  Ben Moss was described as �a self taught musician� 

who played guitar.212  Another guitar player was Talmadge, described as �a talented 

musician� who �played the guitar and made music with other men in the village.�213   

The songs of these bands, from the smallest and most obscure band to the most 

successful, were expressive of the life of the workers.  These songs were about the 

�everyday life of mill work,� which was both the everyday problems of making ends 

meet, and also the problems of union organizing and strikes.214  Some songs, like �Cotton 

Mill Blues� spoke about everyday life in the mill village.  Its chorus was a simple refrain: 

�And it�s hard times in this old mill, and it�s hard times in here.�  Its verses spoke of low 

wages, (�They raised wages up a half a cent, but the poor old hands didn�t know what it 

meant�) apprehension about marriage, (�My, oh my, I�ll marry a weaver, if she don�t 

work then I won�t neither�) problems with demanding supervisors, (�Come down stairs 

to get a drink of water, along come the boss, says, �I�ll dock you a quarter��) and a 

yearning for the simple life of the farm. (�Country folk they aught to be killed, for 

leaving their farms and coming to the mill�)215   

One of the most popular songs, according to De Natale and Hinson, along with 

�Cotton Mill Colic,� was �Weave Room Blues.�216  This song resonated with workers 

probably because its topic was something to which they all could relate: working in the 

mill.  It lyrics are as follows: 

REFRAIN: 

I�ve got the blues, I�ve got the blues, 

I�ve got the awful weave room blues. 

I�ve got the blues, the weave room blues. 

 

When your loom�s a slamming, shackles bouncing on the floor, 
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When you flag a fixer you can see that he is sore. 

I�m trying to make a living but I�m thinking I will lose, 

�Cause I�m going crazy with the weave room blues. 

 

(Refrain) 

 

The harness eyes are breaking with the double coming through, 

The Devil�s in your alley and he�s coming after you. 

Our hearts are aching, let us take a little booze, 

�Cause we�re going crazy with them weave room blues. 

 

(Refrain) 

 

Slam out, break out, makeouts by the score, 

Cloth all rolled back and piled up on the floor. 

The bats are running into strings, they�re hanging to your shoes, 

I�m simply dying with them weave room blues. 

 

(Refrain)217 

 

Cotton mill workers also wrote songs that spoke specifically to labor problems 

and strikes in the mills.  Ella May Wiggins is perhaps the most famous of all Southern 

cotton mill folk singers because of her dramatic death during a strike in Gastonia.  The 

songs written by her and other folk singers during the 1929 Gastonia Strike chronicled 

the events leading up to the strike, as well as the strike itself, and described the reasons 

for the strike.  According to these folk singers the strike was initiated because of �the 

need to oppose the mill�s cruelty, dishonesty, and indifference towards the workers; the 

hope of deliverance from the evils of millhand life; � (and) the intolerable hardship of 
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life as a woman millhand.�218  Ella May Wiggins, in her best-known song, �Mill 

Mother�s Lament,� touched on all these themes and ended with a plea to join the 

union.219  These songs served not only to inspire and educate workers and others in the 

community, but were also an outlet for the fears and frustrated hopes of the mill workers. 

The string music of the southern cotton mill workers, and other southern workers 

like coal miners and railroad workers, eventually became a mainstream American cultural 

form and is now celebrated as a form of indigenous American music.  In the 1920s, the 

radio was quickly becoming a major rival to recording companies who were frantically 

pursuing new strategies to gain the upper hand financially.  These companies, primarily 

the recording companies, Okeh, Columbia and Victor, first sought out these hillbilly 

musicians as a way of fulfilling their quest for �new material and a new market.�220  

Many of these cotton mill musicians eventually recorded records for these companies.  

Douglas De Natale and Glenn Hinson found 20 cotton mill workers from the Spray, 

Danville and Roanoke areas of North Carolina whose music made it to vinyl.221  Included 

in this list was Charlie Poole, the leader of the popular group The North Carolina 

Ramblers.222  The authors found another 24 cotton mill musicians from the Charlotte area 

who gained a measure of musical success including David McCarn and Dorsey Dixon, a 

life-long textile worker who along with his brother Howard, recorded the popular song 

�Spinning Room Blues.�223     

Later, in the 1930s, many mill workers were also able to hear their own music on 

the radio.  Betty Davidson of Burlington, N.C., remembered listening to the Grand Ole 

Opry and other stations that broadcasted hillbilly music out of Atlanta and Texas.  

Charlie Poole, a mill worker and musician, stood out in her mind as one of the artists she 
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remembered on the radio.224  Mary Padget also remembered local musicians like Fischer 

Hendley and others who performed live in the studio on WFBC in Greenville, N.C.225   

The history of the song �Cotton Mill Colic,� written by David McCarn, illustrates 

how a song written by a mill worker, which reflects the lives of the mill workers, can be 

transformed from a local ditty to major-label recording.   According to Archie Green, 

�Cotton Mill Colic� was first written in 1926 by McCarn who �sang it for his fellow 

workers and also while performing with a local string band.  He put it together to help 

make his way through a rough work day.�  In 1930, an unemployed and �almost 

destitute� David McCarn somehow �lucked into� a Memphis recording session while on 

a trip out West.  �Cotton Mill Colic,� along with �Every Day Dirt� were released by the 

Victor Recording Company in 1931 and soon became very popular among southern 

cotton mill workers.226    

Along with music, baseball was another important modern element of the mill 

workers� culture.  Baseball was by far the most popular sport in the mills and was a major 

source of recreation for the mill workers.   Some workers played baseball, while many 

others went to both textile league and minor league baseball games, or later in the 1930s, 

listened to games on the radio.  Unlike brass bands, baseball was an element of the 

welfare capitalism that the workers embraced and integrated into their culture.  Not only 

did workers integrate baseball into their own culture, they also contributed to the history 

and legacy of baseball and in this way shaped the mainstream American culture.   

Baseball was probably the most popular form of recreation in southern cotton mill 

villages.  George Suggs, the son of a mill worker, wrote in his memoirs that �baseball 

was the sport that gripped the interest and imagination of workers in the Bladenboro 

[N.C.] Cotton Mills [and other mills] from the twenties through the forties, as it did for 

most Americans in this period.�227  Two other mill workers, Eula Durham and her 

husband, Vernon, both agreed that baseball was �the main sport� at the mill they worked 
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at in Bynum, N.C.228  Another worker remembered baseball as �about the only 

recreation� at the mills.229  He described a typical baseball game as follows:   

�the mill would let them have their truck to go to the games.  � They�d 

just get a whole load of folks that wanted to go, would get on that truck, 

and they�d carry them to the baseball game.  It didn�t cost them nothing to 

go.  And this game down here, I think they had it closed in one time; you 

had to pay when it was down here, to get in, I think, one time.  But most of 

the time, if baseball was in, you just went to see them and they�d take up 

an offering and you�d chip in a little.�230 

 

Although mill games were sometimes free, workers also went to see minor league 

teams play and listened to big games, like the World Series, on the radio.  Many minor 

league teams were present in small towns such as Lumberton, and Fayetteville, N.C., and 

many mill workers eagerly paid the entrance fee to see these games.231  Later, in the 

1930s when radios were more common in the mill villages, many workers crowded 

around radios to listen to major league games.  George Suggs describes one such scene:   

�On Saturday and Sunday afternoon during baseball season, they would bring the radio 

out on the porch and listen to games that were being broadcast.  In time a half-dozen or 

more men and boys gathered on the porch, a chatting, changing group whose members 

came and went after cheering on their favorite player of team.�232 

The cotton mill workers not only integrated modern commodified recreational 

forms like baseball into their own culture, they also influenced that culture by sending 

former mill workers to the major leagues.  The textile leagues were full of good players, 

many of whom were sought by the mills and were the subjects of bidding wars.233  
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According to amateur historian Thomas K. Perry, over the course of the textile leagues 

history in South Carolina, 81 former mill workers ended up in playing major league 

baseball, including the legendary �Shoeless� Joe Jackson.234  The fact that some cotton 

mill workers were able to escape the mill villages through excelling on the baseball field 

further illustrates how workers sometimes were able to use welfare programs for their 

own purposes.     

The 1920s heralded tremendous technological advances that entered the world of 

everyday citizens through the marketplace as consumer goods.  In the �20s the 

automobile became a commonplace item in many Americans lives.  These contraptions 

also entered the cotton mill village, but remained relatively rare throughout the 1920s and 

�30s.  According to Marjorie Potwin, in the Saxon Mills, only 16 out of 134 families had 

cars in 1919.  That number rose to 39 cars in 178 families in 1926, an increase, but car 

ownership was still only 21%.235  According to another observer, �a great majority� of 

car owners in southern cotton mills possessed �one of the cheaper cars.�  To many mill 

workers, the first car in the village was a memorable event.  Mary Padgett�s father bought 

the first Model T in their mill village in Greenville, S.C., in 1923.236  Jefferson Robinette 

remembered the first automobile he saw was in �about 1914 or �15.�  Later, when he 

moved to Burlington in 1917 there �weren�t but a few automobiles.�237  The majority of 

workers were not able to purchase automobiles.  Estelle Berry, in the late 1930s, 

remarked that �we ain't never had a car and can't afford one. People as poor as us does 

well to make a living.�238 

An important commercial, social and leisure activity for the southern cotton mill 

workers was visiting the nearby towns.  Whether they owned an automobile or not many 

workers went to nearby towns, usually on Saturdays, to shop at the town stores, see a 

movie, or to just socialize on the streets.    Ethel Faucette and Jefferson Robinette both 
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remembered shopping at Sellars in Burlington, N.C. for clothes.239  Lois McDonald also 

noted that many workers went into town to �shop there� or to �go to the moving 

pictures.�240   

Going into town was also a social activity for the workers.  Jennings Rhyne noted 

that many workers, if they wanted to socialize and talk would ��go uptown,� sit on a 

goods box with others who have a like inclination and talk about the happenings in the 

mill that day, or the hardship of his job, criticize the local government, lambast Al Smith 

or criticize Mr. Hoover, or give his views as to what he thinks Congress ought to do 

about labor.�241  George Suggs remembered that when his mill closed at noon on 

Saturdays �there was a migration out of the villages along Highway 211 into town, where 

mill families, if they had the means, purchased items not found in the company store, got 

their hair cut, attended a matinee at W. G. Fussell�s Lyric Theater, or spent hours in the 

street talking, smoking, and chewing tobacco.�242     

  Another reason mill workers went into town was to see movies.  Movies, 

especially the �talkies� that were first shown in 1923, were extremely popular in the 

southern cotton mill villages and throughout the country.  Movies were one of the central 

cultural forms of 1920�s popular culture and also were an important way in which 

southern cotton mill workers became integrated into mainstream American culture.  

Movies were so popular in the mill villages that many observers like Jennings Ryhne 

noted that movies were supplanting more traditional forms of courting.243  Eunice Austin 

remembered that while she was dating �we did go to movies.�244  Ethel Faucette 

remembered that on her weekend trips into Burlington, she went to silent movies at �what 

they called a grotto � a show you�d go to.�245   
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The most popular movies among the mill workers, and in fact among many 

working class Americans, were westerns.246  Sarah Wall�s children were �real crazy 

about Westerns,� going so far as to put �two cowboy pictures on the mantelpiece� in the 

Wall�s living room.247  George Suggs remarked that Westerns, particularly those �starring 

men like Tom Mix, Buck Jones, Hopalong Cassidy, Roy Rogers, of Johnny Mack Brown, 

� were the ones most frequently attended.�248  Although Westerns were popular with all 

working-class Americans, these films may have particularly resonated with the mill 

workers due to their rural pasts.   

Alongside movies, which were a form of modern, commercialized leisure, there 

also existed more traditional forms of leisure in the mill such as fishing, visiting relatives 

and neighbors and many types of church-related activities.  In some mills, particularly 

those far from local towns, this was the dominant form of recreation.  Eunice Austin 

remembered attending the Women�s League at the local Methodist Church on Sunday 

afternoons. �Several of us girls would get together and just have a little social, just the 

girls.  I had several cousins that lived there in the community, and we�d get together.�249  

Jefferson Robinette also recalled that �the churches would have a little recreation � 

different types.�250   

 Visiting and socializing were very common in the mill villages, even when not 

affiliated with a church.  Eula Durham recalled different types of socializing and visiting 

that went on in the mill village.  As a teenager and as a newlywed, Eula Durham 

participated in quilting parties, she went gathering hickory nuts, went possum hunting 

and played the popular prank of snipe hunting on other workers.  She also belonged to a 

�candy party group,� that was made up of married couples who would go �go around to 

different houses every week and make candy.�251  Other workers remembered that �the 
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men would a lot of times go around to the neighborhood store and set a while of an 

evening and chat and talk.�252  James Pharris remembered that �the only entertainment 

people had up there in the summer time is a mineral spring about a mile from town.  The 

road would get to be thick with people going to the mineral spring, trying to spend a 

bigger part of their Sunday�s, with nothing to do but just drink water and talk.�253 

Fishing was also a very popular form of recreation in the mill villages, and was 

also a way to obtain a good meal.  Mary Young remembered that at the Eagle Mills, �a 

lot of men who lived in the village went fishing frequently,� including her husband Oscar 

who was �an avid fisherman.�254  John William Prosser remembered a fishfry that her 

sister had one evening: �My brother-in-law took Don and the boys out in his boat, and 

they caught the fish out o' the river. They brought home three dishpanfuls. I never seen so 

many fish in all my life. But we eat 'em every one. Fried 'em right out in the woods, with 

all the pretty moss hangin' on the trees, and the boats a-comin' right up to the back of the 

houses. I was the prettiest sight I ever did see.�255  Eula Durham and her friends enjoyed 

fishing so much that as children they left their jobs in the middle of the day and went 

fishing behind the mill.  She remembered, �there was about seven or eight of us setting 

back there behind the mill on the river bank fishing. � We was just setting there just-a-

fishing up a storm, and heard the weeds a-cracking, we looked up and there he [their 

boss] was.  He said, ��I want everyone of you back in that mill right now��256 

Rural forms of recreation were communal in nature.  Visiting relatives and 

friends, going to fish frys, and participating in church related activities all worked to 

reinforce the mill community.  Modern forms of commercialized leisure were more 

individualistic in nature and later in the 1940s and �50s would work to undermine the 

mills sense of community.  The forms of popular culture that existed in the 1920s and 

�30s still retained vestiges of communal involvement.  Listening to the radio and playing 
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baseball were largely community events.  Other forms of recreation, however, like riding 

in automobiles, or watching a movie, were traditionally done in small groups, or even 

alone.  Although the mill community in the 1920s and �30s was still strong, the mass 

culture that would emerge in the 1940�s and �50s would severely damage and perhaps 

destroy the mill community.257   

Recreation in the mill villages was a mix of rural activities, like fishing and 

visiting friends and relatives, and modern, commercialized forms of leisure, like going to 

the movies and listening to records on the Victrola.  There was also, however, a rough 

edge to life and recreation in the mill village.  Gambling and drinking, even when illegal, 

were not unknown in the mills.  Enoch Ball, of Asheville, N.C., remembered that even 

during Prohibition he �got to runnin' 'round with a hard drinkin' set of mill boys. We used 

to meet in a room where Wheathearts, a breakfast food, had been stored. We was called 

the Wheathearts. I drank considerable those days. I could get whiskey at 14 different 

saloons. We boys used to make the rounds of them all, drinkin' at each one. A lot of 

drunken factory workers used to gether round the Southern depot with their guns. They'd 

shoot at the feet of the people that would pass by, 'makin' them dance,' they called it.�  

Burris recalled another night in a salon when his brother got �fresh� with the barkeeper 

who then �leaped right over the bar, jumped on my brother, threw him out in the street, 

and tromped on his face. My brother was so mashed up you couldn't hardly have known 

him.�258 

Other workers also recalled this rough, drunken behavior, even if they did not 

participate in the drinking.  Icy Norman, of Burlington, N.C., liked life in the mill village, 

�except on payday when they, them men, would go to getting drunk.  I didn�t like that.�  

She continued to describe the exploits of �them men:� �They�d get drunk and they'd 

fight. But that never did happen on the street I lived on. Back there on that street where 

Lottie Adams live, that street was pretty bad. They'd get drunk and they'd get to 

fighting.�259  The Reverend W. M. Stallings remembered one night in Charlotte, N.C., 
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when a drunken mill worker wandered into his services.  Near the end of the services the 

man got up and stated �You know, I've got shum good outta thish. I hope y'all have.�  He 

then walked out and was later found at a carnival where, according to Stallings, he had 

�climbed up on a horse on the merry-go-round and it took seven men to drag him off and 

to lock him up in the calaboose.�260 

In addition to drinking, fighting and carousing, some male mill workers were also 

avid gamblers.  Fannie Miles of Columbia, S.C., thought her husband �was a pretty good 

sort of a man,� but knew that �his worst habit was gambling. Sometimes he'd win a little, 

and then he'd lose more'n he'd won.�261  George Suggs remembered that �a number of the 

mill hands liked to gamble and drink Whiskey.�262  In his mill, �stories frequently 

circulated of fights, knifings, and drunken brawls stemming from these marathon 

games�263 One night Suggs stumbled on a group of gamblers at night in the woods near 

the mill.  He remembered that �the game nearly broke up when one player, losing a hand, 

lunged at the winner, scattering money, cards, and bottles in all directions.  The two were 

soon separated.  The fight was over as quickly as it had begun and the game resumed as if 

nothing had happened, accompanied as before by loud and boisterous cursing.�264   

Many young workers eagerly embraced elements of the popular culture of the 

1920s.  Marjorie Potwin summed up this generational divide well when she wrote: 

�Granny wears a sunbonnet and came to the mill in a farm wagon, the young�uns wear 

georgette and silk hose and own a Ford car, Grandpaw chaws terbacker and fiddles, 

Grandson smokes cigarettes and takes home jazz records for the Victrola.  Snuff is on the 

taboo, but Coca Cola is popular.�265  Other observers also noted this divide in the mill 

community.  Lois McDonald observed that older mill workers, �both men and women, 

dress plainly, and make little attempt at personal adornment,� while the younger workers 

�dress more in fashion than their parents, and are found imitating the latest styles not only 
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in dress but in speech and their manner of amusing themselves.�266  Jennings Rhyne 

observed the same divisions and noted that �while the motion picture theatre is very 

popular among the young people, relatively few parents and older persons attend.�267   

Just as many young workers embraced movies, automobiles, and new fashions, 

many older, religious workers wholeheartedly rejected these modern cultural norms.  

Reverend W. M. Stallings, a self-described �holy roller� stated that his congregation, 

�even though they don't make lots of money, give generously and regul'ly. Not believin' 

in picture shows, ball games, and things of the world on which others spend so much of 

their money, they give it to the Lord.�268  George Suggs remembered that among those 

religious workers in the mill �religious commitment played a significant role in 

determining the style of their everyday lives, causing them, for example, to refrain from 

using alcohol and tobacco; to avoid all movies at the downtown Lyric theatre; to reject 

personal adornments such as lipstick, rouge, rings, bracelets, and earings; to wear only 

the plainest of clothes; (and) to avoid such pleasures as dancing.�269 

Movie theaters were usually singled out by �holy rollers� as the worst element of 

modern culture and the one most at odds with fundamentalist teachings.  John William 

Prosser of Columbia, S.C., remarked that �I don't believe in picture shows. And I don't 

believe in havin' no pictures on the walls either, 'cept these pictures of Jesus and Bible 

pictures like you see here.�270  Enoch Ball, a mill preacher in Asheville, N.C., 

remembered preaching against the movie theater because he believed that 18 boys from 

the mill who got in trouble with the law, �learned to be � ruffian(s) from seeing gangster 

pictures showin' that theayter.�  Another worker from Burlington, N.C., Mary Rumbley, 

went so far as to call movie theatres, �the devil�s territory.�271 

Throughout the 1920s and �30s, southern cotton mill workers integrated aspects of 

modern, consumer-based, popular culture into their own largely rural culture.  They 
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shaped these elements, forming new cultural forms like hillbilly music, and made 

contributions to mainstream American culture.  Throughout these two decades, the mill 

workers formed a new distinct culture that was a mix of rural and modern elements and, 

in many ways, was a transitional culture between rural life and the modern industrialized 

world.   

This new culture they formed contained many elements of consumer culture.  

Workers bought consumer goods like sewing machines, phonographs and records, and 

sometimes even radios and automobiles.  Many of them bought fashionable, mass-

produced clothing and brand-name foods.  They also paid to go to movie theaters and 

baseball games.  Side-by-side with these consumer activities existed more traditional 

ways of fulfilling needs and wants.  Many workers still maintained gardens, kept animals 

and sewed their own clothes.  Rural forms of recreation also persisted such as fishing, 

informal visiting, and church-based recreation.  The southern cotton mill workers in the 

1920s and �30s were emerging as consumers, but still identified themselves by what they 

produced rather than what they consumed.  Although some workers may have 

constructed their identities based on what clothes they wore on Saturdays when they went 

to town, or by what type of music they listened to on their Victrolas, these workers still 

identified themselves as southern cotton mill workers and were not yet consumers.   
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CHAPTER 3: THE GREAT DEPRESSION AND THE CONSUMERISM IN THE 

SOUTHERN COTTON MILL VILLAGE 

 

 

The Great Depression had enormous effects on all Americans, regardless of class, 

race or gender, but to southern textile workers, the Depression was devastating.  Many 

mills closed their doors altogether.  The ones that stayed open were forced to cut wages 

and hours drastically.  In this hostile economic climate, workers struggled to maintain 

their standards of living.  With less income, workers cut their budgets for food and 

clothing and relied more heavily upon pre-industrial, rural modes of obtaining food and 

clothing.  At the same time, these workers scrimped and saved what little money they had 

in order to continue to participate in commercialized leisure.  These leisure activities 

acted as distractions from the hardships of the Depression and were important emotional 

outlets for the mill workers. 

This chapter traces the impact of the Great Depression on the workers� new 

participation in consumer culture.  Consumption patterns changed drastically in 1929 

when the Great Depression began, and changed again in 1933 with the implementation of 

the National Recovery Act.  Passed as part of the New Deal, it caused wages to rise and 

set the work week at 40 hours.  Not only did workers have more money, they also had 

more time for leisure, both commercialized and traditional.  Higher wages also made 

possible the sale of the mill houses to the workers beginning in the late 1930s.  For the 

cotton mill workers this event ushered in a new level of participation in consumer culture.  

When they bought their houses, they also bought furniture and appliances on installment 

plans. Other new expenses arose such as taxes, insurance, maintenance, electric bills, and 

water bills.  This trend, which continued throughout the 1940s, radically changed the mill 

workers� world and made possible their eventual emergence as mainstream, American 

consumers.   

Falling wages were the most immediate problem that faced the southern textile 

workers during the Great Depression.  In 1924, the average southern cotton mill worker 

made 29.4 cents per hour.  This average included skilled, and unskilled, male and female 

workers.  Obviously, skilled male workers made much more than unskilled female 
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workers.  For the sake of comparison, male loom fixers made 41.6 cents an hour, while 

female drawing-frame tenders made only 20.2 cents an hour.  During the Great 

Depression, these wages would plummet.  In July of 1933, before the NRA codes were 

instituted, the average southern cotton mill worker made only 20.6 cents an hour, a 

decrease of almost 9 cents an hour from wages in 1924.272  

Not only did wages fall, but many employees were also laid off or only employed 

sporadically.  The number of hours worked per employee plummeted.  During the 

Depression many mills ran on what was called �short-time� or closed altogether.  Some 

mills only ran 2 or 3 days a week, while others ran on one week and off two weeks.273  

Many mills closed for months at a time, and all mills laid off countless numbers of 

workers.274  Paul Cline, a worker from Spartanburg, S.C., remembered the Depression as 

a �tough� time when �a lot of people (were) out of work.�  Paul was one of the lucky 

employees still to have a job, and at the time wondered �how in the world I�m going to 

make it if they cut wages anymore.�  Sometime in 1929 he was able to stop worrying 

about wages.  He lost his job and joined the growing ranks of the unemployed.275 

The 1932 payroll records for the Glencoe Mills, in Alamance County, N.C., show 

the volatile nature of wages, hours, and unemployment during the Depression in southern 

cotton mills.  From January to mid-April the mills employed about 90-95 workers and ran 

a payroll of about $600.  On average, workers made about $6.50 per week in this time 

period.  In the middle of April employment fell to about 10 employees per week who 

made as little as $2.15 per week on average.  Towards the end of September employment 

doubled to about 20 people per week.  Hours worked in these weeks also rose and 

workers were able to take home as much as $7.14 per week on average.  In the week 

ending October 22, the mills paid 124 employees an average of $6.04.  This week was the 

high point in terms of numbers of people employed for 1932.  The rest of the year the 
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mill employed about 105 workers and paid them an average of eight dollars per week. 

(See figures 2 and 3)276  

During the Great Depression, southern cotton mill workers relied more heavily on 

rural modes of fulfilling their needs.  With lower wages and �short-time� in many mill 

villages, workers had less money to spend on food, clothing and recreation.  As a result 

many workers relied more heavily on their gardens and animals for food.  Many workers 

also spent less money on clothes, and sewed more of their clothes than they had during 

the 1920s.  At the same time, however, these workers increased their participation in 

commercialized leisure.  Although they had less money to spend on leisure activities, 

workers scrimped and saved to go to a movie on a Saturday, or to buy a radio.  The hard 

times of the Great Depression bore down heavily on the southern cotton mill workers, 

and workers took refuge in these new forms of leisure.  

Gardening, the keeping of animals and fishing helped many textile mill families 

survive the Depression.  Edgar Wynce, of Charlotte, N.C., was one such worker who 

maintained a � well-kept vegetable garden� during the Depression.  Beans and potatoes 

from that garden supplemented Wynce�s 15 dollars a week he made at the mill and made 

it easier for him to provide for his family of nine whose diet consisted of only beans, 

potatoes, fat back and flour.277  Icy Norman also remembered the hard times of the 

Depression when �we didn't have a bite to eat.� One time Icy and her sister Mary were so 

hungry that they  went outside to a pear tree �and got us some of them pears and eat them 

pears.�278  Eula Durham remembered that during the Depression �everybody like to 

starved.  That�s the truth.�  When  asked what she did to keep from starving when wages 

were so low, she responded: �Well, you had to scrimp and save, just eat anything you 

could get a-hold of, that you could make a meal off of.  Most of them though worked out 

in the field, you know, for people and farmed, worked in the fields, and most of them had 

gardens and things like that.�279 
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Growing vegetable gardens and raising animals also allowed workers to gain 

extra income.  Some workers sold their extra eggs to other workers who did not keep 

chickens. 280  Others were able to sell their vegetables in the company store.281   Eula 

Durham remembered hearing about one �old woman� who lived in Ashbury who �sold 

milk at ten cents a gallon and butter fifteen cents a cake.� She also sold eggs and 

according to Durham said �that if she hadn�t had a good garden and if she hadn�t had her 

own pig and cow that she didn�t know what in the world she would have done.�282 

Many workers also relied on other members of the mill community for food and 

other types of assistance.  Such community self-help mechanism stretched far back into 

the workers rural past, where communities had both formal and informal means of caring 

for needy neighbors and relatives.283  Icy Norman remembered an occasion when her 

baby brother was screaming for a bottle that did not exist and a neighbor �fixed six 

bottles� for her brother.  The kind neighbor also brought Icy and the rest of her family 

into the house and got all of them something to eat.284  Eula Durham also remembered 

that generous attitude during the Depression and stated that when others workers �if they 

had a lot to eat or anything, they�d divide with other people.�285   

Southern cotton mill workers also relied more heavily upon traditional ways of 

obtaining clothing during the Depression.  One WPA worker, upon entering a workers 

house noticed that �every chair was full of unfinished sewing.�286   Eula Durham 

remembered the difficulty of securing clothes during the Depression.  She �wore hand-

me-downs, cause there was twelve of us, and whenever one would outgrow anything 
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mama would � she could sew, and she�d take that thing and cut it down and they hadn�t 

wore it out, she�d patch that thing up and fix it up and the one down below you got it.�287   

Even though sewing was common, many women still tried to look their best by 

copying modern fashions right out of clothing catalogues.  One worker sewed by looking 

�at a picture in a catalogue.�  She would then �cut me a paper pattern from it,� and by 

this method sewed clothes that �fit right well.�288 Alma Covel was another worker who 

sewed her own clothes.  She stated that, �I'm awful glad I learned how because I can copy 

things I couldn't afford to buy�289 

While southern cotton mill workers relied more heavily on traditional ways of 

obtaining clothing, they also made sacrifices to maintain their participation in 

commercialized leisure, often by cutting their budget for food and clothing.  One 

moralizing worker spoke with obvious disdain for those families that cut their budget for 

food in order �to have money to run around and have a good time.�290 Despite this tone, 

commercialized leisure continued to play an important role in the social lives of the 

workers during the hard times of the Depression.  Workers went to movies and baseball 

games, listened to radios and drove cars as ways to forget the lean years of the 

Depression.291 

Despite low wages and little money for non-essentials, many workers continued 

and possibly increased their enthusiasm for movies.  Many workers made sacrifices to 

pay entrance fees.  One worker expressed what were probably the sentiments of many 

others in the mill village when she told a WPA worker, �If it wasn't for that movie I don't 

know what I'd do.  Course, we aint really able to spend the 15¢ apiece for foolishness 

when he's just makin' nine dollars and sixty cent a week, but a body caint stand it if he 
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don't have a little pleasure sometimes.�292  Elsie Wall, whose husband only made 6 

dollars a week, worried about her children who �worry me to death about the movies.�  

The only time they ever got to go was when �their Grandma Bedingfield gives 'em a 

dime.�293  Lizzie Linberger was another worker who went to the movies often, despite the 

fact she had no spending money.  Her husband only made 20 dollars a week, yet she went 

�to the show two or three times a week,� and owned a radio and a car.294 

Radios were a consumer item that was actually more common during the 

Depression than they were in the 1920s.  Yvonnie Clark Hill, a worker at the Eagle Mills 

in North Carolina, remembered that �the first radio I ever heard was the one that the 

Burgin family bought.  It was very exciting to hear a radio, which was a luxury in those 

days of hard times.�295  George Suggs did not remember seeing a radio in the mill village 

before the Depresssion, but even in the Depression years remembered that �only a few 

families in the villages had radios.�296  Several other workers who were interviewed by 

the Federal Writers Project in the 1930s stated they owned radios.297   

Perhaps the strangest thing about consumer goods in southern cotton mills during 

the Depression was the way in which workers used these goods in the General Textile 

Strike of 1934.  The way in which they used consumer goods in this conflict nicely 

illustrates some post-Structuralist theories of consumerism.  Structuralists argue that 

consumer goods are a system of signs, and that by consuming a specific item, the 

meaning of that item is conferred upon the consumer.  Post-Structuralists largely agree 

with this analysis, but argue that the meaning of goods is fluid and can be changed by the 

consumer.298 
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The most lasting image of the General Textile Strike of 1934 were the �flying 

squadrons.�  These �flying squadrons� were caravans of cars and trucks filled with 

striking workers.  They would load up and drive from mill to mill, encouraging other 

workers to join in the strike.  These �flying squadrons� were extremely effective at 

spreading the strike from one mill to another.299 

The automobile was obviously designed to transport people from one place to 

another, but its designers had never imagined that it would be used to transport those 

fighting the status quo of capitalism.  The automobile also conferred certain 

characteristics on its owner.  The automobile was a symbol of respectability and success.  

It was an expensive item that not all consumers could afford to purchase and thus was 

somewhat of a status symbol, marking a level of success in the world of finance and 

money.  Not many southern textile workers owned automobiles, but those that did turned 

this symbol upside down during the 1934 strike.  �Flying squadrons� were not status 

symbols, nor were they signs of respectability.  These automobiles were designed to 

strike fear into the hearts of the mill owners and the rest of the southern, capitalist elites.  

These squadrons were a sign that the strike was coming, and many mill owners reacted 

violently to their arrival.  The automobiles of the mill workers, which were a sign of 

success of working within the status quo, were turned into a symbol of challenge to the 

status quo.   

While the Depression ravaged the mill villages and the rest of the country, the 

federal government, under Franklin Roosevelt took action.   The National Recovery Act, 

(NRA) established on June 20, 1933, was one of the many programs designed to lift the 

country out of the Depression.  Its goal was �to promote self-rule of industry under 

federal supervision, to control overproduction, to increase wages and control the hours of 

labor, and to stabilize and then to raise prices.�300  The NRA was implemented in 

southern cotton mills in August of 1933.  In response, wages rose from 21 cents an hour 

to 36 cents an hour.301  The NRA also established a forty hour work week, and an eight 

hour work day.  The NRA�s controversial and disputed Section 7a also recognized the 

collective bargaining powers of unions. 
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Historians such as Jacquelyn Hall and Janet Irons have argued that workers 

quickly became disillusioned with the NRA, especially its actions regarding section 7a.  

Despite this disillusionment with its collective bargaining clause, the NRA did raise 

wages throughout the industry.  Many workers applauded its actions regarding wages and 

hours, even when they complained about other aspects of the code.  Historian James 

Hodges wrote that �the proposed code ... was well received by an industry desperate for 

good news.�302  Many workers also recognized the way in which the NRA was 

administered and appreciated the increase in wages and decrease in hours.  Ethel Faucette 

noted that the Glencoe mills �went along with the law� concerning the eight hour day.303  

Other workers noticed that �things began to get better� once the NRA was implemented, 

and that the code had �pulled them out of a ditch.�304  Despite this enthusiasm about the 

NRA, it could not force mills to stay open.  Many mills shut down operations at least one 

week out of the month, resulting in continued troubles for southern textile workers.  Most 

workers did not work 40 hours a week, but at least they would not have to work 55 hours 

one week and none the next.305     

When the NRA ended in May 1935 most of the gains in hours and wages were not 

lost.  The industry largely kept to the wage and hour provisions in the code even after it 

was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court.  This was due in part to the 

influence of organized labor, which by the end of the 1930s had finally infiltrated 

southern cotton mills.  Protected by the Wagner Act, these unions protected the gains in 

wages and hours that the NRA had brought.306    

When wages increased and an 8 hour law came into effect due to the NRA, the 

combination of high wages and increased leisure time led workers to spend more money 

on commercialized leisure.  They spent more time listening to the radio, driving around in 

cars, and going to the movies.  They also continued to go �fishing, hunting, (and) 

blackberrying.�  The mix or rural and commercialized leisure continued into the late 
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1930s, although commercialized leisure was increasing at a greater rate due to higher 

wages.307    

 According to a 1935 study of the leisure activities of 122 workers at the 

Leaksville, Spray and Draper Mills, commercialized leisure and consumerism increased 

in the southern cotton mill villages due to the actions of the NRA.  This study showed 

that 87 out of 122 workers owned radios, an enormous increase over the number of radios 

found in mill villages by Jennings Rhyne and Marjorie Potwin in 1926 and �27.  The 

number of radios in these homes even exceeded the number of Victrolas.  Out of 122 

workers, only 61 owned these name-brand phonographs.  This study also found that 

many workers read a great deal of pulp fiction published in popular magazines.308    

Another result of higher wages was that the workers were able to purchase their 

own homes.  In the late 1930s mill workers began to purchase the homes they formerly 

rented from the mill.  There were many reasons the mill owners made this decision. One 

was that the mills no longer needed to provide homes for the workers as an enticement 

for employment.  These homes were also no longer effective means of exercising control 

over the work force as they once were.  Finally, the mills used the sale of the homes to 

raise quickly a large amount of capital for improvements on mill machinery.309 

Many reasons for the sale of the mill houses also centered around the workers 

themselves.  By the late 1930s, many workers lived outside the mill villages and paid 

much higher rents than those that lived in the villages.  The company�s rent rates were 

often low, but the homes were in poor condition.  It was hoped that the sale of the homes 

to the workers would stabilize rent prices and inspire workers to make improvements on 

their homes.  Owners also felt they were less obligated to provide cheap housing to 

workers because of rising wages.310     
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Most of the homes were sold for between 800 and 1,000 dollars to the former 

occupants of the homes.  Workers paid a 10 percent down payment and paid the rest in 

monthly installments.  These installments were always more than the rent they previously 

paid, and in many cases were double their previous rent.311  The workers were able to 

make these payments due to rising wages in the late 1930s and early �40s, but sometimes 

families had to sacrifice to make their monthly payments.       

  The worker�s ownership of their homes had many effects on purchasing patterns, 

standards of living, and the consciousness of the workers.  Workers not only paid more 

money per month for lodging, they now also paid electricity and water bills, taxes on 

their homes, homeowners insurance, and maintenance costs.  Many workers also began 

making improvements to their homes such as picket fences, new coats of paint, asbestos 

shingles, garages and other additions and landscaping.  Because of these new 

expenditures, workers had to tighten their budgets in other areas.  Many workers cut back 

their purchases of �fancy food� and only consumed staple goods.312   

The most important effect of home ownership in the mills was the purchasing of 

furniture and appliances by the workers.  Many workers in the �30s began purchasing 

furniture and appliances on installment plans.313  One family bought 300 dollars worth of 

furniture in 1938.  They paid 25 dollars down and 3 dollars per week.  Their purchases 

included a �three piece modernist bedroom suite,� a �fire burner oilstove,� a kitchen 

cabinet, and a �breakfast room suite of fancy design and inferior wood.�314  Other 

workers were able to buy refrigerators, which were also purchased on installments and 

cost around 200 dollars.315  Some of the best houses in the mill village were �furnished in 

better taste than many so-called middle class houses in town.�316  These homes included 

items like �rugs of highly colored or flowered pattern tastefully selected, overstuffed 
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furniture, attractive tables with electric lamps, substantial bedroom suites, (and) attractive 

kitchens.�317 

Harriet Herring, a sociologist who studied cotton mill villages in the 1930s, noted 

that the selling of the villages was �a fundamental change� which had �economic, 

psychological and social consequences.�  This astute observer also believed that this 

action would bring �the south in line with the rest of the country.�  Herring could not 

have been more right.318 

Although the sale of the mill villages had only just begun in the late �30s, and the 

practice would not be complete for another decade, this development, which facilitated 

the purchase of furniture and appliances, eventually incorporated southern textile workers 

into mainstream, American, consumer culture.  These workers had ceased to be merely 

producers of cheap goods and were now also consumers.  The rural elements of their 

culture were quickly receding and by the 1940s, when the sale of the mill villages was 

complete, these rural characteristics had almost ceased to exist.  Commercialized leisure, 

such as movies and listening to the radio were cultural norms in both mainstream 

America and in the southern mill village.  The worker�s clothing, even when hand-sewn, 

was consistent with American fashion.  There was no going back to farm after the 

workers purchased their homes and furnished them according to the guidelines set forth 

by Better Homes and Gardens.  At the end of the 1930s, southern textile workers were 

well on their way to becoming American consumers mainly due to the consumer 

purchases that revolved around home ownership.   
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CONCLUSION 

 
 
  

The southern cotton mill industry often bragged about its abundant source of 

labor.  From the beginnings of the industry, through the 1930s, the mills lured families 

from the farms of the Piedmont and the mountains of Appalachia into the mills to work as 

laborers.  These workers brought their rural culture with them, but the atmosphere of the 

cotton mills and the nearby towns exposed the workers to new cultural forms and new 

groups of people.  As soon as these rural folk entered the mills, the process of cultural 

modernization began.  The rural culture of the mill workers began a transition, first 

developing into a mix of rural and modern traits in the 1920s and �30s, before the 

complete assimilation of the southern cotton mill worker in the 1950s. 

  The mills, desiring a stable, efficient, and responsible labor force, soon enacted 

welfare programs to mold these former farmers into model industrial workers.  These 

welfare programs, directed and enacted by middle class women, also prepared the 

workers for participation in the consumer culture of the 1920s, encouraged consumerism 

in the mill workers, and generally acted as agents of cultural modernization.   

In the 1920s and �30s, the changes in mainstream American culture filtered into 

the southern cotton mills, despite the long hours and low wages of the mill workers that 

often prevented them from purchasing items like radios and automobiles.  In the 1920s, 

and �30s the culture of the southern cotton mill workers emerged as a mix of rural and 

modern elements.  Not only did workers adopt certain mainstream, middle-class 

American cultural forms and reject others, they also contributed to the mainstream 

culture through the folk music they created in the mills and their participation in Major 

League Baseball.       

During the Great Depression, wages plummeted, workers were introduced to 

�short-time,� and some mill closed altogether.  Because of these conditions, mill workers 

were forced to rely more heavily upon their rural traditions.  Despite this, workers also 

maintained, and sometimes increased, their participation in commercialized leisure, 

demonstrating how important this new lifestyle had become to their families.  Later in the 

1930s, the NRA was able to raise the wages of southern cotton mill workers, because of 
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this and other factors, in the late 1930s, some mills began the practice of selling their 

villages to the workers.  This practice increase in the 1940s, and by the end of that decade 

the sale of the mill villages was complete. 

The sale of the mill villages heralded the end of southern cotton mill village 

culture.  Because of home-ownership and the subsequent consumer purchases that went 

along with it, as well as new technologies, new consumer goods, such as the television, 

and rising wages that made these goods attainable to the southern cotton mill worker, the 

culture of the southern cotton mill village ceased to exist by 1950 and the mill workers 

were assimilated into the mainstream American culture.  Regional differences certainly 

remained and the southern mill worker was by no means culturally identical to northern 

elites, but all were part of a consumer culture that took root in America and spread 

throughout the latter half of the 1940s and �50s.   

 The welfare programs of the southern cotton mills prepared the worker for 

participation in mainstream, popular culture and encouraged consumption among the mill 

workers.  While these programs largely ceased to exist in the 1920s, the high wages of 

that period enabled the mill workers to buy Victrolas, canned foods, name-brand flour, 

mass-produced clothing, and movie or baseball tickets.  These purchases set the mill 

workers on the road towards cultural assimilation and a consumer-identity.  Although 

during the 1920s and �30s the workers still idenitified themselves primarily as producers 

and not as consumers, their consumption of mass-produced goods increased beginning in 

1920 and even through the throes of the Depression.  The sale of the mill villages 

increased the speed of this assimilation and facilitated their emergence as workers who 

were in essence consumers. 

 There were enormous effects on the mill village community and culture as soon 

as the southern textile mill workers began to identify themselves primarily as consumers.  

As consumers, they began to embrace an individualistic lifestyle that contributed to the 

destruction of the mill village community.  Their consumer goods isolated themselves 

from their neighbors and fellow workers and made union organizing extremely difficult.  

Not only did workers not see the benefits of organizing due to their apparent affluence, as 

argued by Timothy Minchin, but the consumer ethos of the workers encouraged 
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individuality and identification and with the mill owners, the middle-class and the status 

quo of capitalism.319    
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APPENDIX 

 
 
 

Southern Cotton Mill Villages Folk Songs 

 

�Cotton Mill Blues� 

 
�Work in the cotton mill all my life 
I ain�t got nothing but a Barlow knife. 
  
 And it�s hard times in this old mill, 
 And it�s hard times in here. 
 
Country folks they ought to be killed 
For leaving their farms and coming to the mill. 
  
 And it�s hard times in this old mill, 
 And it�s hard times in here. 
 
They raised their wages up a half a cent, 
But the poor old hands didn�t know what it meant.   
  

And it�s hard times in this old mill, 
 And it�s hard times in here. 
 
They raised their wages up a half a cent more, 
But they went up a dime at the company store. 
  
 And it�s hard times in this old mill, 
 And it�s hard times in here. 
 
Old man Jones taking up cards, 
He won�t five you half that you take off. 
  
 And it�s hard times in this old mill, 
 And it�s hard times in here. 
 
If you lack one yard of being two cuts to roll, 
He won�t give you one but to save your soul. 
  
 And it�s hard times in this old mill, 
 And it�s hard times in here. 
 
Card room kids and the spinning room babies 
Can�t keep up with the weave shop ladies. 
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 And it�s hard times in this old mill, 
 And it�s hard times in here. 
 
Come down stairs to get a drink of water, 
Along come the boss, says, �I�ll dock you a quarter.� 
  
 And it�s hard times in this old mill, 
 And it�s hard times in here. 
 
Cut for an hour, you can�t show a dime, 
They�re running on such short time. 
  
 And it�s hard times in this old mill, 
 And it�s hard times in here. 
 
My, oh my, I�ll marry a weaver, 
If she don�t work then I won�t neither. 
  
 And it�s hard times in this old mill, 
 And it�s hard times in here. 
 
Working in the cotton mill ain�t no harm, 
I�d heap rather be down on the farm. 
  
 And it�s hard times in this old mill, 
 And it�s hard times in here. 
 
See that train go around the curve, 
She�s loaded down with cotton mill girls. 
  
 And it�s hard times in this old mill, 
 And it�s hard times in here. 
 
See that train going down the track, 
Saying, �Good bye, boys, we�ll never come back.� 
  
 And it�s hard times in this old mill, 
 And it�s hard times in here.� 
 
 
�Cotton Mill Colic� 

 by David McCarn 
 
�When you buy clothes on easy terms 
The collectors treat you like measly worms. 
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One dollar down, then Lord knows 
If you don�t make a payment they�ll take your clothes. 
When you go to bed you can�t sleep, 
You owe so much at the end of the week. 
  
 No use to colic, they�re all that way, 
 Pecking at your door till they get your pay. 
 I�m a-going to starve, and everybody will, 
 Cause you can�t make a living at a cotton mill. 
 
When you go to work you work like the devil, 
At the end of the week you�re not on the level. 
Payday comes, you pay your rent, 
When you get through you�ve not got a cent 
To buy fat-back meat, pinto beans, 
Now and then you get turnip greens. 
  
 No use to colic, we�re all that way, 
 Can�t get the money to move away. 
 I�m a-going to starve, and everybody will, 
 Cause you can�t make a living at a cotton mill. 
 
Twelve dollars a week is all we get. 
How in the heck can we live on that? 
I�ve got a wife and fourteen kids, 
We all have to sleep on two bedsteads. 
Patches on my britches, holes in my hat, 
Ain�t had a shave since my wife got fat. 
 
 No use to colic, everyday at noon 
 The kids get to crying in a different tune. 
 I�m a-going to starve and everybody will, 
 Cause you can�t make a living at a cotton mill. 
 
They run a few days and when they stand, 
Just to keep down the working man. 
We can�t make it, we never will, 
As long as we stay at a lousy mill. 
The poor are getting poorer, the rich are getting rich, 
If I don�t starve I�m a son of a gun. 
  

No use to colic, no use to rave 
 We�ll never rest till we�re in our grave. 
 I�m a-going to starve, and everybody will, 
 Cause you can�t make a living at a cotton mill.�320 
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�Mill Mother�s Lament� 

 by Ella May Wiggins 
 
�We leave our home in the morning 
We kiss our children goodbye 
While we slave for the bosses 
Our children scream and cry. 
 
And when we draw our money 
Our grocers� bills to pay 
Not a cent to keep for clothing 
Not a cent to law away. 
 
And on that very evening 
Our little one will say 
I need some shoes, dear mother 
And so does sister May. 
 
Now it grieves the heart of a mother 
You everyone must know 
But we cannot buy for our children 
Our wages are too low. 
 
Now listen to the workers 
Both women and you men 
Let�s win for them the victory 
I�m sure t�will be no sin.�321 
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